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Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) developed due to technological advances in instrumentation 
along with an appreciation that avoidance of laparotomy may confer advantages for patient 
recovery such as reduced post-operative pain, shorter hospitalisation, more rapid return to 
normal activities, and improved cosmetic results.[Darzi et al., 1999] Still, MIS has some different 
surgical features in comparison with laparotomy. In the first place, the depth perception of the 
surgeon is reduced because the operation field has to be interpreted from a two dimensional 
(2D) screen.[Munz et al., 2004] Furthermore, long instruments are inserted through the 
abdominal wall during laparoscopy. This creates counter intuitive movements with a limited 
range of motion and results in an distorted hand eye coordination.[Gallagher et al., 1998; 
Pearson et al., 2002] In the third place, haptic feedback is diminished, because there is no direct 
contact between the surgeon’s gloved hands and the tissue [Bholat et al., 1999]. Finally, camera 
instability may increase fatigue.[Heemskerk et al., 2006] As a consequence, a surgeon who 
performs MIS is faced with the challenge to master a different set of technical surgical skills 
compared to performing a conventional procedure. 
Despite the advantages of MIS for patient recovery, this new surgical technique has not been 
adopted without any trouble. The initial implementation of the laparoscopic cholecystectomy 
progressed rapidly and has led to an alarming number of significant complications due to 
inadequately trained and skilled surgeons.[Forde, 1993] These concerns remained after its initial 
adoption phase, as illustrated by the report published by the Dutch Health Care Inspectorate, 
entitled “Risks of minimally invasive surgery underestimated”.[IGZ 2007] The Inspectorate 
stated that the actions taken to prevent incidents in MIS were insufficient. Specifically, 
improvement of the training of MIS skills was demanded, combined with the setting of a certain 
level of basic endoscopic skills prior to operating on real patients.[Stassen et al., 2010] 
Although the obligation for skills training was new with the publication of this report, 
the importance of basic MIS skills training outside of the OR has long been realized. In 1985, 
pelvi-trainers were already introduced by kurt Semm to learn ‘how to operate mono-and 
binocular’ and to ‘handle the grips of the instruments’ (Figure 1).
 Unfortunately, no broad implementation of these boxes occurred. However, the following 
arguments support skills training outside of the OR prior to patient exposure. Firstly, there are 
ethical concerns about teaching basic skills on a patient, when alternatives are readily available. 
Figure 1. pelvi-trainer as designed by kurt Semm.
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Skills acquired on box trainers [Scott et al., 2000] and virtual reality (VR) trainers [Grantcharov 
et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2002] are transferable to surgery on real patients. Moreover, 
simulator training might bypass the early learning curve, which is known to be associated with 
an increased rate of complications. [Southern Surgeons Club, 1991] A second argument to 
support that the OR should not be the predominant learning environment is that surgeons are 
pressed to be more efficient in the OR due to increasing financial constraints. Thirdly,  teaching 
hospitals are increasingly populated by patients with more serious and complex surgical 
problems that demand the skills of expert surgeons working at maximum efficiency.[Blanchard 
et al., 2004; Brolmann et al., 2001] Finally, working hours restrictions leave residents with less 
opportunities to perform surgical procedures on living humans. Teaching fundamental MIS 
skills outside of the OR is likely to improve the time trainees spend in the operating theatre 
because those who have acquired basic surgical skills can focus more thoroughly upon the 
anatomy, pathology and procedural aspects of actual surgery.[korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2005c] 
Therefore, from a teaching perspective, it is more efficient to learn basic surgical skills prior to 
performing actual surgery.
Consequently, skills laboratories have been set up worldwide in order to train and assess 
MIS skills outside of the OR. By now, most teaching hospitals have training facilities, or at 
least access to it elsewhere. However, no guidelines or standards exist yet how to design 
and use such facilities. This parallels the finding of the Dutch Health Inspectorate that there 
is no uniformity in MIS training, both in general and between endoscopic professionals (e.g. 
surgeons, gynaecologists, urologists).[Stassen et al., 2010] In fact, the development of training 
facilities is often based upon the funder’s personal preferences and on the money available, 
rather than upon scientific evidence of the value for the process to acquire surgical skills. Even, 
it has been stated that one of the greatest errors in setting up a surgical skills lab, is to purchase 
the equipment first and then to design a curriculum around it.[MacRae et al., 2008] 
Up until now, most research has focused on the available trainers for MIS surgery. The two 
inanimate simulators are a box trainer and a VR trainer. Within these two categories, many 
types of simulators have been developed with even more exercises, varying from relatively 
simple tasks to entire procedures.[Hammoud et al., 2008] Mounting validation studies have 
been conducted on new exercises in the box or VR trainers. [kolkman et al., 2008; Schreuder 
et al., 2011] Validity addresses the concept of whether the test is actually measuring what it 
was intended to measure.[Feldman et al., 2004b] For example, does the simulator discriminate 
surgeons of  different skill levels, and does the exercise resemble an actual surgical situation? 
Validity is a prerequisite before exercises are employed in a MIS training program. However, 
there is no consensus about the optimal type of trainer.[Stefanidis et al., 2009b]  Additionally, 
it is unknown which metrics should be applied for simulator training and assessment 
purposes, with existing measures varying from simple (time) to the more complex (motion 
analysis). [Hammoud et al., 2008] Although, evidence is emerging that training should be 
mandatory,[Hammoud et al., 2008; kolkman et al., 2007b; Stefanidis et al., 2008] formal 
curriculum development is lagging behind. 
In summary, more evidence is required to identify training resources, exercises and 
programs which confer the best outcomes in terms of acquiring proficiency in predefined 
training objectives. The first part of this thesis addresses the questions raised above, and 
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thereby aims at providing a more solid, scientific basis for the design and the use of MIS training 
facilities outside of the OR. Future investment should support those training facilities utilizing 
evidence based training. 
Despite the importance of skills training facilities outside of the OR, the real craft of surgery 
is obviously transmitted in the OR. Moreover, the decision-making processes and sequels of 
errors possibly leading to complications cannot be trained with the use of inanimate training 
models and only partly with the use of animate ones.[Schijven et al., 2004] In fact, in the 100-
year-old Halstedian teaching model, the OR was the only place where residents acquired their 
technical surgical skills. The adage “see one, do one, teach one” was the motto of the surgical 
training program. Techniques and views were simply handed down from the senior surgeon 
to the resident until he or she was believed capable of performing surgery independently. 
The evaluation was coloured by subjectivity.[Darzi et al., 1999] The opinion of the supervising 
surgeon was practically the only standard that had to be met.[Schijven et al., 2008] This 
method, also called the apprenticeship model, has produced generations of fine technical 
surgeons.[Haluck et al., 2000] However, it may no longer be optimal with accelerating changes 
in the health care system: Authority and public demand a safer and more transparent health 
care system, rather than automatically accepting the proficiency of surgeons. Additionally, 
specialty training is moving towards more competency based outcome measures rather than 
being solely based on the training length. To achieve this, more objective external assessments 
are needed for accurate appraisal in the challenging area of surgical proficiency.[Aggarwal et 
al., 2004]
Examples of assessment tools for surgical skills are the OSATS (Objective Structured 
Assessment of Technical Skills) [Martin et al., 1997] and the GOALS (Global Operative Assessment 
of Laparoscopic Skills) [Vassiliou et al., 2005]. OSATS was developed in Canada and was originally 
designed to measure technical surgical performance using six stations in a skills laboratory.
[Martin et al., 1997] The six stations comprised of the excision of a skin lesion, hand sewn 
bowel anastomosis, stapled bowel anastomosis, insertion of a T-tube, abdominal wall closure 
and control of inferior vena cava haemorrhage. The authors established the validity, reliability 
and feasibility of the general global rating scale of the OSATS for these six tasks. Subsequently, 
the value of the OSATS has been proven for large scale implementation in obstetrics and 
gynaecology residency programs, but again it only focused on its use in a laboratory setting.
[Goff et al., 2005] However, in the Netherlands this method has been introduced for evaluating 
surgical skills during real procedures in the OR. This introduction took place in absence of data 
on the validity of the OSATS in the real surgical setting. Therefore, the second part of this thesis 
focuses on whether evidence is present to use the OSATS as an intraoperative assessment tool 
either in conventional and MIS procedures. 
13
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outline oF the thesis
As an introduction to  the organisation of  MIS skills training, chapter 2 describes a mandatory 
nationwide surgical skills course in the Netherlands, with a critical discussion of the current 
system. As mentioned before, there is no consensus which trainer model should be chosen, 
especially with constant improvements in trainer models. In VR trainers, the addition of 
kinematic interaction between laparoscopic instruments and objects is a possible solution 
to compensate for the lack of haptic feedback. In chapter 3 we determined whether or not 
this interaction can replace the haptic feedback that is naturally present in box trainers. A 
comparison between box and VR trainers is made with respect to acquiring tissue handling skills. 
Furthermore, both fixed and navigated camera setups are available during simulator training. 
A navigated camera offers theoretical advantages for the depth perception of the surgeon and 
allows the practice of navigation skills, whereas a fixed setup allows solitary training. The effect 
of camera setup on surgical performance is yet unknown. Therefore, three different camera 
setups are compared in chapter 4. As a next step after the choice for a training model, chapter 
5 focuses on the metrics used for training and assessment in a box trainer. In addition to time, 
three movement analysis parameters are validated for the clinically important knot tying task, 
by using a tracking device. Regarding the organisation of a skills curriculum, we investigated 
in chapter 6 whether the skills acquired during five validated box trainer tasks remain after 
one year. Skills laboratories have been set up in teaching hospitals all over the world for the 
training and assessment of MIS skills. However this has been done in the absence of generally 
accepted standards as to what a MIS skills laboratory should look like and how the training 
should be conducted. In chapter 7 an international and consensus based set of quality criteria 
is developed for a MIS training skills laboratory, including the design of the laboratory and the 
training curriculum.
Although the OSATS have proved to be valid, feasible and reliable for the use in a 
laboratory setting, its value for intraoperative use still needs to be established. chapter 8 
evaluates the validity of this tool for intraoperative use. In addition, more issues relevant to the 
implementation of the OSATS as an intraoperative assessment tool are studied in chapter 9. 
Firstly, it is determined at which OSATS score a resident is able to perform a certain procedure 
autonomously. Secondly, the concurrence in the assessment by supervisor and resident 
is established as a measure of its reliability. Thirdly, the feasibility is investigated by a survey 
among residents and staff confronted with the tool in daily practice. In chapter 10, the OSATS is 
used as a reference to answer the question as to whether MIS procedures are harder to acquire 
for the current generation of residents? This answer is found by comparing residents’ learning 
curve for MIS procedures with the curve for conventional surgical procedures. 
In chapter 11 the research results are outlined in a general discussion. This is followed by 
conclusions and recommendations in chapter 12. Finally, in chapter 13 this thesis is summarized 
in English and Dutch.

chAPter 2
SkILLS TRAINING IN MINIMALLy INVASIVE SURGERy 
IN DUTCH OBSTETRICS AND GyNAECOLOGy 
RESIDENCy CURRICULUM
Ellen Hiemstra
Wendela kolkman
Frank Willem Jansen
Adapted from Gynecol Surg 2008; 5: 321-5
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introduction
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has evolved into a major surgical approach to treat a variety 
of gynaecological disorders. This approach has considerable benefits for patients, such as a 
reduced morbidity, a shorter hospitalization, better cosmetic results, and an earlier return to 
normal activity.[Darzi et al., 2002]
However, acquiring MIS skills is more challenging than acquiring the skills necessary to 
perform conventional open surgical procedures. MIS poses specific demands on the surgeon. 
During MIS the three-dimensional operating field has to be interpreted from a two-dimensional 
monitor display in which depth perception is altered. In addition, a surgeon has to manipulate 
long surgical instruments with diminished tactile feedback and fewer degrees of freedom, 
while adapting to the fulcrum effect.[Gallagher et al., 1998; Munz et al., 2004] 
Apart from the complexity of acquiring MIS skills, a residency curriculum has to deal with 
smaller case volumes in the operating room (OR). This is due to a decrease in resident working 
hours and a declining trend in major gynaecological surgical procedures in general.[Blanchard 
et al., 2004; Brolmann et al., 2001] The smaller case volumes, combined with issues such as 
quality control, patient safety, efficiency and cost-effectiveness have led to an increasing 
interest in simulator training facilities outside the OR.[Feldman et al., 2004b; Munz et al., 2004] 
Simulator training aims at progression along the learning curve by repetitive training of surgical 
skills with a lack a potential burden to patients in a pressure free environment.[Munz et al., 
2004] 
With respect to MIS training, the implementation into residency programs is shown to 
be troublesome.[Loh et al., 2002; Navez et al., 1999; Nussbaum, 2002] Even though basic 
laparoscopic procedures have well been incorporated in residency, more advanced procedures 
are not.[Brolmann et al., 2001; kolkman et al., 2005] Lack of adequate training during residency 
influences the subsequent use of a specific technique and ultimately may restrict the 
implementation of MIS in daily practice after completion of residency training.[kolkman et al., 
2006; Shay et al., 2002] 
In this report we present the organization of MIS skills training in the Dutch obstetrics and 
gynaecology residency curriculum which has continuously been evaluated and improved over 
the past 15 years.
surgicAl skills in the dutch residency curriculuM
The obstetrics and gynaecology residency program lasts six years in the Netherlands. A basic 
surgical skill course, named the Cobra-alpha course, was incorporated in the curriculum in 
1992. It has been evaluated and improved ever since. Attendance to this course was made 
compulsory for residents obstetrics and gynaecology in 1997, and they had to attend it during 
postgraduate year (PGy) 1 or 2. resident. One third of this two-day course is spent on theory, 
while the complementary two thirds are spent on hands-on training. The first day focuses on 
basic technical skills, like instrument handling and knot tying, for conventional surgery, while 
the second day concerns the basic skills required for MIS which is subdivided into laparoscopy 
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and hysteroscopy. Three handbooks, focusing on the basics of surgery, hysteroscopy and 
laparoscopy, are used for study purposes and have been written for this course.[Jansen F.W. et 
al., 2008; Jansen et al., 2006; Trimbos J.B., 2007] 
The goal of the hands-on training in MIS during the Cobra-alpha course is to provide an 
introduction to simulator training for laparoscopic and hysteroscopic skills. Additionally, 
residents need to expand the acquired skills on simulators and have these skills evaluated by a 
mentor or MIS expert in their own clinic. Necessarily, time for training and evaluation has to be 
scheduled into the busy clinical practice of the residency program. 
A range of simulators is available for the hands-on training. Inanimate box trainers are 
used to practice basic laparoscopic skills like hand-eye coordination, adaptation to the lack 
of depth perception and camera holding. The construct validity is established for five of the 
available exercises in the box trainers.[kolkman et al., 2008] These five exercises are placing 
a pipe cleaner through four small circles, stretching a rubber band around 16 nails, placing 13 
beads in a letter ‘B’, cutting a marked circle from a rubber glove and intra-corporeal knot tying. 
The laparoscopic box trainer exercises are presented in figure 1. With regard to hysteroscopic 
simulators, vegetable models are available like pumpkins and red peppers.[kingston et al., 
2004] Furthermore, a chicken meat simulates endometrium in a water filled box and a porcine 
bladder simulates a uterus. A selection of hysteroscopic exercises is presented in figure 2. Basic 
hysteroscopic skills such as camera holding, instrument handling, safe use of energy sources 
and distension medium are trained. Besides, some procedures like diagnostic hysteroscopy, 
endometrium resection and resection of polyps or myomas are simulated. 
Figure 1. Laparoscopic training exercises
3. Beads1. Pipe cleaner 2. Rubber band
4. Cutting circle 5. Knot tying
Figure 1. Laparoscopic training exercises.
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Prior to the start of hands-on training, the exercises are introduced and explained with 
the aid of audio-visual demonstration. Afterwards, the participants go through a rotation of 
simulators. The surgical performance is assessed by calculating a score that rewards precision and 
speed. In the validated exercises, the calculated individual scores are compared to a previously 
established performance standard.[kolkman et al., 2008] Training on the laparoscopic and 
hysteroscopic simulators is intensively supervised by experts in MIS. Regarding the number of 
participants attending the course, which varies from 32 to 36, each simulator is used by two or 
three residents and is supervised by one supervising expert.
In addition to the mandatory Cobra-alpha course which is mainly focused on basic skills, 
residents can apply to two advanced courses in MIS, a laparoscopy course and a hysteroscopy 
course. These courses can be attended on a voluntary basis. The advanced courses are more 
procedure orientated than the Cobra-alpha course. In spite of using simulators, life surgery 
is used for teaching purposes. Procedure specific courses can further enhance skills and 
knowledge, like a sacrocolpopexy course and a course regarding laparoscopic adnex surgery. 
Besides, a variety of (inter)national congresses focuses on MIS are organized.
The mandatory Cobra-alpha course, advanced MIS courses and congresses form the 
training structure in the Dutch residency curriculum, combined with simulator training in the 
teaching hospitals during clinical rotation.
discussion
The Dutch obstetrics and gynaecology residency curriculum has a clear structure regarding 
the training of MIS skills. A mandatory basic surgical skills course is established for residency 
training which is nationwide accepted and has a broad Dutch faculty. Intentionally, the course 
has to be attended during PGy 1 or PGy 2. Additionally, residents may attend advanced courses 
and congresses focusing on laparoscopy and hysteroscopy. This structure enhances the 
implementation of basic MIS skills training into the residency curriculum. 
Basic MIS skills can be trained on simulators. Simulators have shown great potential for 
training and objectively assessing laparoscopic skills.[Lentz et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2001] The 
skills acquired are transferable to real operative procedures[Anastakis et al., 1999; Hyltander et 
Figure 2. Hysteroscopic training exercises
1. Red pepper 2. Chicken meat in a water filled box  
3. Porcine bladder
Figure 2. Hysteroscopic training exercises.
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al., 2002; Seymour et al., 2002] and skills training is shown to decrease patient complications.
[Cadeddu et al., 2001] For every resident there is a learning curve to achieve proficiency in 
performing MIS. Presumably, acquiring basic MIS skills by simulator training leads to progression 
along the first part of this learning curve resulting in better prepared residents for the actual 
surgery. After achievement of the basic skills, more attention can be paid to the specific 
procedure during surgery on real patients. With the growing evidence of valuable aspects of 
MIS simulator training, we feel there is no excuse for depriving residents of this training.
The nationwide basic surgical skills course provides an introduction in simulator training 
for acquiring MIS skills. However, distributed practice is superior above massed practice, which 
is provided during a two-day course, for actually achieving these skills.[Moulton et al., 2006; 
Verdaasdonk et al., 2007b] Consequently, MIS skills can only be acquired if residents continue 
simulator training and evaluation in their own clinic. A first precondition for this continuance 
of training is the presence of simulator facilities in every cluster of teaching hospitals. A second 
precondition is that residents really do use these facilities. The first precondition is partially 
met. All 46 Dutch teaching hospitals are grouped in eight clusters and simulator training is 
offered in at least one teaching hospital of each cluster. However, the equipment varies widely 
among these hospitals. The advantage of training on the simulators used during the Cobra-
alpha course is that these are easily fabricated and inexpensive. Besides, the exercises for the 
laparoscopic box trainer have been validated and a performance standard has been established. 
Regarding the second precondition, unfortunately only one third of residents actually train on 
a simulator if training is offered on a voluntary basis.[kolkman et al., 2005] The fact that most 
residents do not voluntarily train is in contradiction with the residents’ opinion that simulator 
training is an important addition to their residency program.[kolkman et al., 2005] Hence, 
formal mandatory MIS training is urgently needed in every training hospital, which has to be 
scheduled in the busy practice of the residency program.
In spite of structured training, proper evaluation of skills contributes to the learning effect.
[Reznick et al., 1997] However, the majority of residents’ surgical skills are evaluated informally 
and in a non-standardized fashion. There is a growing need for objective assessment tools. An 
example of such a tool is the Objective Structures Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS). This 
evaluation method consists of a global rating scale and has proven high reliability and construct 
validity for simulators.[Goff et al., 2002; Reznick et al., 1997]
Regarding surgical competence, the requirements essential for certification in obstetrics 
and gynaecology are clearly defined in the Netherlands. These requirements are set on a total 
number of each procedure a resident minimally has to perform. Additionally, the number 
performed on competence level 4 is established. Level 4 is defined “able to perform without 
supervision” on a 1 to 5 global rating scale (Table 1). The target numbers for the laparoscopic and 
hysteroscopic procedures are expressed in Table 2.[NVOG-HOOG 2005] Although numbers of 
procedures are easily quantifiable, total numbers do not represent the actual competence of a 
resident due to individual difference in learning curves.[Park et al., 2002a] Assessing a residents 
surgical skills and comparing these skills to an established performance standard would be a 
more suitable than counting the number of procedures. In this way, the individual training 
demands can be met. This emphasizes on one hand the importance of objective assessment 
tools for evaluation of surgical skills and to set a performance standard. On the other hand 
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simulator training can fulfil the individual training demands, as a source of unlimited training 
while the training possibilities on real patients in the OR are scarcer. Ultimately, every resident 
should be able to achieve the predetermined level of skills at the end of residency.
table 1. Global rating scale for level of competence.
Level Definition
1
2
3
4
5
Has theoretical knowledge
Is able to perform under strict supervision
Is able to perform under limited supervision
Is able to perform without supervision
Is able to supervise and educate others
table 2. Target numbers of MIS procedures required for certification
Procedure Target number (Total)
Target number 
performed on 
competence level 4
Laparoscopic surgery
Diagnostic laparoscopy / sterilization
Minor adhesiolysis
Salpingectomy / salpingotomy (inclusive EP)
Cystectomy
50
10
20
10
10
not applicable
5
not applicable
Hysteroscopy
Diagnostic hysteroscopy
Resection polyps
Resection myomas type 0-I
Resection myomas type II
40
10
10
10
10
5
not applicable
not applicable
Although some adaptations have to be made to incorporate continued training and 
evaluation in daily practice, a uniform introduction to MIS training on simulators is guaranteed 
for every resident in the Netherlands by a mandatory basic skills course, while advanced courses 
and congresses provide possibilities for enhanced education. Hopefully, this will facilitate and 
accelerate the implementation of MIS techniques in the gynaecological surgical palette.
 Ellen Hiemstra
Elisabeth M. Terveer
Magdalena k. Chmarra
Jenny Dankelman
Frank Willem Jansen
Adapted from Minimally  Invasive Therapy & Allied Techniques, 2011; 20: 79-84
chAPter 3
VIRTUAL REALITy IN LAPAROSCOPIC SkILLS 
TRAINING: IS HAPTIC FEEDBACk REPLACEABLE?
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introduction
Surgeons traditionally rely on vision and touch to obtain information about the operation field. 
In minimally invasive surgery (MIS), like laparoscopy, these senses can only provide indirect 
information. Regarding vision, the operation field has to be interpreted from a two-dimensional 
projection of the endoscopic view.[Westebring-van der Putten EP et al., 2008] Regarding 
touch, the gloved surgeon’s hand is in indirect contact with the tissue through laparoscopic 
instruments. The latter results in limited haptic (kinaesthetic and tactile) feedback.[Bholat et 
al., 1999] However, correct perception of the operation field is essential to guarantee efficient 
and safe tissue manipulation. Consequently, laparoscopic surgeons have to be capable of 
correctly interpreting indirect visual and haptic feedback. 
The development of training facilities outside the operating room (OR) has taken a great 
leap. One of the explanations is that the apprenticeship model turned out to be insufficient 
for acquiring MIS skills.[Aggarwal et al., 2004] For training on inanimate models, numerous 
simulators have been introduced and validated.[Stefanidis et al., 2009b] Roughly, these 
simulators are divided into physical box trainers and computer-aided virtual reality (VR) trainers.
[Dunkin et al., 2007] In box trainers, real laparoscopic instruments are used. A consequence of 
training with real laparoscopic instruments is that realistic haptic feedback is provided in box 
trainers. None of the VR trainers provides natural haptic feedback. Therefore, these devices are 
mainly focused on training hand eye-coordination.[Schijven et al., 2003]
Haptic feedback is considered necessary for tissue handling in laparoscopy. It is used to 
regulate force application, and thereby, avoid tissue damage.[Strom et al., 2006] Furthermore, 
it provides information on tissue texture, shape and consistency. Despite its clinical significance, 
little is known about the exact role of haptic feedback during simulator training. Only a few 
studies revealed its importance in the early training phase of skills acquisition.[Botden et al., 
2008; Strom et al., 2006] Obviously, with respect to haptic feedback, box training models are 
superior to VR systems.
In response, attempts have been made to compensate the lack of haptic feedback in VR 
trainers by adding electromechanically transmitted information.[Westebring-van der Putten EP 
et al., 2008] This allows the trainee to “feel” an illusion of contact in the grip of the instrument. 
However, current technology is not yet able to provide it in a highly realistic manner.[Basdogan 
et al., 2004; Schijven & Jakimowicz, 2003; Westebring-van der Putten EP et al., 2008] Others 
tried to compensate for the lack of haptic feedback by using software that simulates real-time 
instrument tissue interactions based on instrument movements and imaginary physical 
properties of the objects in the virtual environment.[Basdogan et al., 2007] It is unknown 
whether tissue handling skills can be acquired using a VR trainer model equipped with this 
software. Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine whether (and to which extent) 
additional kinematic interaction in VR trainers can replace haptic feedback during laparoscopic 
skills training, by comparing the effect of box and VR training with different levels of kinematic 
interaction.
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MAteriAls And Methods
This study was conducted at the skills laboratory of the Leiden University Medical Centre (LUMC) 
in the Netherlands from 2008 to 2009. The SIMENDO® VR trainer (Delltatech, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands) was used for VR training setups. A physical box trainer (LUMC, Leiden) was used 
for the box trainer setups.
study population
Novices (i.e. medical students in the preclinical phase of their studies) were recruited to the 
study by means of advertisement in the medical library of the LUMC. They participated on 
a voluntary basis. After enrolment, they completed a questionnaire providing demographic 
information (i.e. gender, hand dominancy, self-perceived dexterity, prior laparoscopic or 
simulator experience, and experience in computer gaming). 
study design
As a pre-test, all participants performed a validated[kolkman et al., 2008] rubber band task 
in a box trainer. To fulfil this task, the rubber band first had to be put outside all 16 nails on 
the wooden board. Then, it had to be zigzagged around the nails, starting in the upper left 
corner. This task was chosen to simulate tissue handling during laparoscopic surgery, because 
it requires hand eye coordination as well as a proper application of forces.
After pre-testing, novices were randomly assigned to one of four training setups and a 
control group that received no training (Figure 1). In all training setups, which will be described 
in detail in the next section, participants performed an exercise to pile up three cylinders. 
Duration of the training was 20 minutes, the control group waited during that period. The 
duration of 20 minutes had been based on a pilot study in which we found that most of the 
short-term training effect was achieved within 20 minutes regarding piling up cylinders 
correctly in box and VR setups. The rubber band task was performed again as a post-test after 
training or waiting. The flowchart of the study is presented in figure 1.
intervention – the training setups
In the Vr-I setup, the cylinder task of the basic curriculum of SIMENDO® (SimSoft Basic 1.0 
package) was used. Such a setup allows psychomotor skills training in a conventional VR 
environment. The curriculum has been validated and has shown to improve OR performance.
[Verdaasdonk et al., 2007a] In the Vr-II setup, the cylinder task of the new Simsoft Advanced 
2.0 package of the SIMENDO® was used. The kinematic behaviour of the objects in the VR 
environment has been changed by adding object movements based on instrument’s velocity 
and the physical properties of the objects (e.g. weight). Consequently, VR-II has a different 
kinematic instrument-object interaction based on calculated forces that are virtually applied. 
With these kinematic properties, it is, for example, determined whether a tower of cylinders will 
fall over when the table they are placed on tilts due to the virtual forces applied with a virtual 
laparoscopic grasper. The box-I and the box-II setups have been designed to be an equivalent 
of the VR-I setup and the VR-II setups, respectively. The only difference between these setups 
was that the table, on which the cylinders were placed, was fixed in Box-I, whereas in Box-II the 
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legs of the table were replaced by springs in order to allow the table to tilt. The endoscopic view 
of the four training setup is shown in figure 2.
The image of a fixed 0° scope was presented on the monitor in all training setups. 
Participants used two laparoscopic graspers, one in the right and one in the left hand. The 
dimensions of grasper of laparoscopic instrument, the cylinders, and the square table (on 
which cylinders were placed) were identical in each training setup. Consequently, the training 
varied with respect to the absence or presence of haptic feedback (i.e. the VR, and the box 
Figure 1. Study design. VR-I: set-up in conventional VR environment, VR-II: set-up with kinematic 
object interaction application, Box-I: box trainer equivalent of VR-I, Box-II: box trainer equivalent of 
VR-II. Control: no training. Participants were equally distributed to the five groups using randomiza-
tion using the website www.randomization.com.
Figure 2. Four training setups. (a) VR-I: set-up in conventional VR environment, (b) VR-II: set-up with 
kinematic object interaction application,   (c) Box-I: box trainer equivalent of VR-I, (d) Box-II: box 
trainer equivalent of VR-II.
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trainers, resp.), and the absence or presence of the newly developed kinematic instrument-
object interaction (i.e. the -I, and the -II setups, resp.). By this study design, the influence of 
these simulator features on the performance of participants could be compared.
outcome Measures
The movements of the tip of the instruments were recorded during the pre- and post-test with 
the TrEndo tracking device, developed at Delft University of Technology[Chmarra et al., 2006], 
and motion-analysis parameters were established. The motion-analysis parameters were:
 » Time: defined as the total time taken to perform the task (s)
 » Total path length: defined as the average length of the curve described by the tip of the 
right and the left instrument while performing the task (m)
 » Motion in depth: defined as the total distance travelled by right and left instrument along 
its axis (m)
Time expresses the speed with which the exercise has successfully been performed. Path 
length is a measure for the economy of movements. The motion in depth is influenced by the 
depth perception of the trainee, in which problems with perceiving depth is likely to result in a 
longer motion in depth. Outcome measures were the differences between the parameters at 
the pre- and the post-test.
statistical analysis
The recorded pre- and post-test results were collected, and analysed with the Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, version 16.0, Chicago, IL). The median and range of the 
outcome measures were given in case the data were not normally distributed. The relative 
improvement in parameters was calculated for the individual participant, and was expressed in 
percentage of the pre-test score. Additionally, the mean improvement within each group was 
determined. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to establish the difference between pre- 
and post-test results. A p-value less than .05 was considered statistically significant.
results
In total 50 novices were enrolled in the study, and completed the entire study protocol. All 
denied prior laparoscopic or simulator experience. The five groups did not differ significantly 
with respect to gender, percentage of right-handed persons, self-perceived dexterity, and 
history of computer gaming.
The median scores and ranges of the pre- and post-test results are presented (Table 1). No 
statistically significant differences were present between the five groups regarding the pre-test 
results.  
The observed improvement varied among groups. The control group did not show a 
significant improvement at post-testing with respect to time, path length and motion in depth. 
Regarding the four training modalities, all groups significantly improved in time to completion of 
the rubber band task. Regarding both economy of movement parameters, path length as well as 
motion in depth improved significantly in both box trainer groups. The VR-II trained group also 
improved significantly with regard to both these parameters, but the VR-I trained group did not. 
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discussion
Box training leads to a significant improvement in speed and in economy of movement during an 
exercise in which both force application and hand eye coordination are required. Conventional 
VR training results in improvement in terms of speed alone. However, a VR setup supplied with 
additional kinematic instrument-object interaction has an enhanced training capacity which is 
shown by the significant improvement in economy of movements of the trainees.
Prior studies have already compared the learning potential of box trainers and VR trainers.
[Chmarra et al., 2008; Hamilton et al., 2002; Jordan et al., 2000; kothari et al., 2002; Madan 
et al., 2007; Munz et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 2002; Torkington et al., 2001b] Most of these 
studies did not reveal significant differences in outcome measures.[kothari et al., 2002; Madan 
& Frantzides, 2007; Munz et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 2002; Torkington et al., 2001b] Two studies 
showed an advantage for the VR trainer,[Hamilton et al., 2002; Jordan et al., 2000] and one 
showed an advantage for the box trainer.[Chmarra et al., 2008] An important limitation of the 
majority of these studies is that the tasks were not equivalent in the compared trainers. As the 
training conditions were unequal, the implication of these studies’ results is limited. However, 
in the study of Chmarra et al., novices performed three equivalent exercises in both a VR trainer 
and a box trainer using a cross-over design.[Chmarra et al., 2008] They found that VR trained 
table 1. Time and economy of movement parameters.
 
Pre-test
median   (range)
Post-test 
median  (range)
Improvement
    p-value
VR1 (n=10)
Time [s]
Path Length [m]
Motion in Depth [m]
257
7.4
2.3
(240 - 345)
(4.8 - 22.3)
(1.1 - 4.1)
158
5.1
1.8
(117-277)
(4.0 – 17.2)
(1.2 – 4.6)
    <.005
    N.S.
    N.S.
VR2 (n=10)
Time [s]
Path Length [m]
Motion in Depth [m]
204
7.5
2.2
(152 - 413)
(3.5 – 14.8)
(1.3 – 4.3)
173
5.2
1.8
(130-311)
(3.3 – 10.9)
(1.2 – 3.0)
    <.005
    <.05
    <.05
Box 1 (n=10)
Time [s]
Path Length [m]
Motion in Depth [m]
245
8.1
2.4.
(160-490)
(5.7 – 13.1)
(1.3 – 4.1)
156
4.9
1.7
(133-250)
(3.6 – 6.9)
(1.3 – 2.6)
    <.005
    <.005
    <.01
Box 2 (n=10)
Time [s]
Path Length [m]
Motion in Depth [m]
245
6.8
2.1
(189-399)
(5.4 – 9.4)
(1.6 – 3.1)
157
4.8
1.5
(130-233)
(3.9 – 10.1)
(1.0 – 2.5)
    <.005
    <.05
    <.05
Control (n=10)
Time [s]
Path Length [m]
Motion in Depth [m]
255
5.7
1.9
(97-499)
(3.0 – 1.5)
(1.2 – 3.8)
195
5.0
1.6
(115-432)
(3.4 – 15.6)
(0.9 – 4.1)
    N.S.
    N.S.
    N.S.
Improvement is calculated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the difference post-test and pre-test. VR-I: 
set-up in conventional VR environment, VR-II: set-up with kinematic object interaction application, Box-I: box 
trainer equivalent of VR-I, Box-II: box trainer equivalent of VR-II. Control: no training
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novices perform worse in a box trainer than the non-trained group who started with box 
training for the one exercise in which force transmission was required. For the exercises that 
mainly require hand eye coordination the group that had been trained on VR outperformed the 
non-trained group. These results indicated the effect of the need of realistic feedback to train 
tissue handling. 
The novelty of our study is that not only equivalent exercises were used for all training 
setups, but also a pre- and post-test that differed from the trained task. Regarding the latter, 
individual progression can be taken as the result of the training setup, combined with a fixed 
effect of having performed the pre-test. Moreover, by choosing a force requiring task, we 
intended to simulate tissue handling during laparoscopy instead of only hand-eye coordination. 
However, the results of the box training groups might have been positively influenced by the 
fact that pre- and post-test are performed in a box trainer. By choosing equivalent exercises in 
this study, it was intended to have the presence of haptic feedback and kinematic instrument-
object interaction as the only varying features. 
Large ranges in pre-test scores with skewed distribution were observed. This can be 
explained by a variance in innate ability. Due to this distribution, it was only possible to draw 
conclusions about whether each training setup led to a significant improvement. Unfortunately, 
no quantitative comparison between the training systems could be made. Though not 
statistically proven, natural haptic feedback seems superior to a VR trainer with the newly 
developed interaction, as indicated by the larger percentage of improvement in economy of 
movement parameters in both box trainer setups when compared to the VR-II setup (median: 
36 vs. 26% in path length, and 30 vs. 12% in motion in depth for both box trainers groups and 
VR-II, resp.).
Continued training is required to achieve real competence in basic laparoscopic skills. 
However, it is found that much progress is generally made during the early phase of the process 
to acquire psychomotor skills.[Larsen et al., 2006] Therefore, despite the short duration of 
the training, a significant progression in psychomotor skills could be observed. An additional 
advantage of a short duration of the training is that the experiment could be held in one session 
without fatigue of a participant influencing the results.
Haptic feedback is considered to be essential for tissue handling. Next to providing 
information on tissue texture, shape and consistency, it can be used to regulate force application 
and to avoid tissue damage.[Strom et al., 2006] In laparoscopy, the balance between a firm 
grip on the tissue and not causing any damage even is harder to acquire.[Westebring-van der 
Putten EP et al., 2008] From this theoretical point of view, training using a model with haptic 
feedback should be considered superior in order to acquire proper force application. On the 
other hand, new technologies like robotic surgery are introduced in the clinical field. Probably, 
training models without haptic feedback will provide surgeons with good psychomotor skills to 
become proficient in this technique. 
The transferability of skills acquired on simulators to the real OR setting remains the 
key concern, though the hardest to objectify. This transferability to laparoscopic surgery 
was proven for box trainers[Scott et al., 2000] as well as for VR trainers[Grantcharov et al., 
2004; Seymour et al., 2002], using global rating scales and expert opinions. Based on our 
study on simulator features and on theoretical considerations, we judge a box trainer system 
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with a natural instrument-tissue interface to be superior to VR training systems for acquiring 
tissue handling skills in laparoscopic surgery. Furthermore, box trainer are cheaper and easy 
accessible, which makes them likely to be actually used for laparoscopic skills training.[Sharma 
et al., 2009] However, if a VR training system is selected to train these skills, a system with 
kinematic instrument-object interaction can be a promising surrogate for haptic feedback to 
train tissue handling.
Ellen Hiemstra
Navid Hossein pour khaledian
John van den Dobbelsteen
Jenny Dankelman
Frank Willem Jansen
Submitted
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introduction
In laparoscopic surgery, the image display system is the only visual interface between the 
surgeon and the operation field. Inherently, the three-dimensional (3D) operation field has to 
be perceived from a two-dimensional (2D) screen. Additionally, by looking at the monitor, the 
surgeon indirectly observes his hands manipulating the laparoscopic instruments. This may 
result in perceptual disturbances and distorted hand eye coordination [Heemskerk et al., 2006].
The camera is a substitute for the surgeon’s eyes, and therefore, its position and navigation 
are of utmost importance. Many studies have been conducted to reveal the influence of camera 
and the operative setup on laparoscopic performance and the surgeon’s workload in simulator 
settings[Ames et al., 2006; Conrad et al., 2006; Emam et al., 2002; Hanna et al., 1998; Haveran 
et al., 2007; Matern et al., 2005; Moschos et al., 2004; Omar et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; 
Zehetner et al., 2006]. The monitor should to be positioned in front of the surgeon, preferably 
in a gaze-down position[Hanna et al., 1998; Haveran et al., 2007; Matern et al., 2005; Omar et 
al., 2005; Zehetner et al., 2006]. Furthermore, a 0 degree scope results in the best performance 
during laparoscopy, and even the modest alteration in perspective results in a deterioration of 
performance[Ames et al., 2006; Omar et al., 2005]. The rotational angle of the laparoscopic 
image to the true horizon must be kept to a minimum to maintain a stable horizon, and for 
an optimal performance [Conrad et al., 2006]. Finally, it was found that the best place for a 
surgeon to stand is right in front of the laparoscopic instruments [Moschos & Coleman, 2004].
During the experiments described above, the camera was always placed in a fixed position. 
In laparoscopic practice, however, the camera is often navigated by either the surgeon who 
performs one-handed surgery, or by an assistant under direct oral instruction of the surgeon 
who performs two-handed surgery. Instable camera movements result in fatigue of the 
surgeon and delays in operative times [Bennett et al., 2011; Heemskerk et al., 2006], but in 
general, camera navigation provides the surgeon with ‘depth cues’. For example, objects 
closer to the camera “move” faster as a result of navigation, than objects further away. The 
subsequent better understanding of the 3D operation field will facilitate hand-eye coordination 
and thereby efficient instrument-movements.
Box trainers are designed for basic laparoscopic skills training. However, many box trainers 
are supplied with fixed camera systems, despite the theoretical importance and the practical 
application of a navigated camera. To our knowledge, no research has been conducted on 
whether a camera navigation setup influences the proficiency gaining process. Therefore, this 
study compares a fixed camera to a navigated camera during laparoscopic skills training in this 
study. We try to answer the question whether a fixed camera position compromises depth 
perception during laparoscopic skills training.
MAteriAl And Methods
The study was conducted at the skills laboratory of the Leiden University Medical Center 
(LUMC) in the Netherlands. An inanimate box trainer was used with a separate monitor and an 
endoscope with 0 degree camera In this box trainer, a validated beads placing task [kolkman 
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et al., 2008] had to be performed (Figure 1). To fulfil this task, the beads had to be placed in 
a designated position using a laparoscopic grasper with the (dominant) right hand. For this 
exercise a correct interpretation of the 3D operation field is indispensable.
Participants
Right-handed medical students, in the preclinical phase of their study, and without prior 
experience with laparoscopic surgery or training (novices) were recruited to the study. 
Participation was on a voluntary basis. After enrolment, all participants completed a 
questionnaire providing demographic information (i.e. gender, self-perceived dexterity, and 
computer gaming experience) in order to compare baseline characteristics.
study design (Figure 2)
Each novice was randomly assigned to eight beads placing tasks in one of the following three 
camera navigation setups, thereby testing the influence of camera navigation on laparoscopic 
skills acquisition:
 » I: Assistant navigated camera: the task was performed with the dominant right hand 
while the camera was navigated by an assistant who was positioned on the left side of the 
participant.
 » II: Self navigated camera: the task was performed with the dominant right hand while the 
camera was navigated by the participant’s left hand.
 » III: Fixed camera: the task was performed with the right hand while the camera was fixed in 
a standardized position.
Figure 1. Beads placing task. 
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Randomization was done by using the website www.randomization.com, with an equal 
distribution of the participants to the three groups. Regarding setup III, camera navigation was 
performed only on demand, and always by the same assistant (NH). Possible commands were: 
centre the work field, zoom in, and zoom out. Instructions were given in advance.
Each participant performed the beads placing task eight times in order to gain insight in 
the learning curves over time with the different camera setups, instead of only comparing 
the performance at the start of the skills training. The eight trials were distributed over two 
sessions of four trials with approximately one week in between. This distributed training was 
chosen in order to prevent a worse performance due to fatigue.
outcome measures
The movements of the tip of the laparoscopic grasper, used for picking up and transporting 
the beads, were tracked using a built-in tracking system, the TrEndo. The TrEndo, developed at 
the Delft University of Technology, allows realistic movements of the laparoscopic instrument 
in four degrees of freedom and real-time recording of the instruments movements [Chmarra 
et al., 2006]. Time (seconds) to a successful completion of the task was recorded and used as 
outcome measure. Additionally, two kinematic parameters were calculated using the recorded 
movements: the total path length (meters), and the motion in depth (meters). Total path 
length was defined as the total distance the tip of the instrument travelled, and motion in depth 
is defined as the total distance travelled by the instrument along its axis. The latter parameter 
was chosen as it might be indicative for a trainee’s depth perception[Cotin et al., 2002].
statistical analysis
Data were recorded and analysed in SPSS 16.0 software package (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). 
The time and the motion in depth were plotted for each trial. For comparison of baseline 
characteristics of the three groups, a Student t-test was used for normally distributed 
continuous variables, and a Pearson’s Chi-square to test dichotomous data. A mixed design 
ANOVA was used in order to compare the effect of camera navigation setup and skills training. 
The model contained a between-subject factor for the difference in camera setup and a within-
Figure 2. Study Design. I: Assistant navigated camera, II: Self navigated camera III: Fixed camera. 
(A = assistant, P = person, M = monitor).
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subject factor for the repeated measurements (i.e. trials) for each participant. We determined 
the effects of these independent variables on the outcome measures time, path length and 
motion in depth. Bonferroni post-hoc tests were performed to determine whether there were 
significant differences between the trials. A p-value less than .05 was considered statistically 
significant, 95 per cent confidence intervals (95%CI) were calculated.
results
In total, 69 right-handed novices were enrolled in the study. None of them had prior surgical 
experience. They were equally distributed among the camera setups: a self-navigated camera 
(n=23), a researcher-navigated camera (n=23) and a fixed camera (n=23). They all completed 
the entire study protocol of eight trials. Among the participants, 21 were male and 48 were 
female, 15 among them did frequently play video games. No variance with respect to these 
parameters was observed among the three groups. Also with respect to self-perceived 
dexterity, participants had been equally distributed among the three groups.
The box plots for each of the three camera setup groups are displayed. (Figure 3) Time, path 
length and motion in depth improved for all three groups of participants within the eight trials 
(p<.001 for all three parameters). Post-hoc testing showed that the performance significantly 
improved in the first three trials but that performance was about equal for the following trials.
Figure 3. Graphical presentation of time, total 
path length and motion in depth of the three 
groups
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The camera setup was not a significant factor. Despite this lack of difference of camera 
setup on performance, the group with the assistant navigated camera tended to need more 
time for completion of the task during the first trial than the group with the self-navigated and 
the fixed camera position. Additionally, the motion in depth tended to be longer for the fixed 
camera group during the last four trials than for the other two setups. In other words, the fixed 
camera group tended to travel a longer path along the instruments axis.
discussion
The camera setup does not influence the performance of a task requiring hand-eye 
coordination, with respect to time, path length or motion in depth. As a result, the hypothesis 
is not confirmed that a fixed camera position compromises depth perception.
However, motion in depth tends to be longer in the fixed camera group compared to the 
self- and the assistant navigated camera group during the last four trials. Therefore, it is possible 
that the camera setup plays a role during basic laparoscopic skills training, although this was 
not apparent from our study. It has to be considered that the beads placing task is relatively 
simple. Repetitive movements from the basket to the pegboard have to be carried out. Possibly, 
this has helped all groups to correctly interpret the 3D operation field. On the other hand, it 
is a validated task in which proper hand-eye coordination is of utmost importance, because 
every bead should be placed in the exact indicated position, without causing the beads already 
placed to fall over. As a consequence, this task seemed appropriate for answering our research 
question. Maybe, an influence of camera navigation setup will be revealed during more 
complex tasks, like intracorporeal knot tying. That is in accordance with the findings of Omar 
et al. who proved that a better monitor stance leads to more improvement in performance of 
more complex tasks [Omar et al., 2005].
Inherently to the absence of difference between the three groups, no difference was 
observed between camera navigation by the trainee and by an assistant. However, a tendency 
was present that the participants whose camera was navigated by the assistant required more 
time during the first trial. A theoretical explanation is that the participants needed time to 
instruct the assistant, combined with getting familiar with the exercise.
In laparoscopy, a surgeon needs to be proficient in camera navigation and in giving clear 
instructions to the assistant who navigates the camera. In both ways he should be able to 
interpret the 3D operation field. As a consequence, it is worthwhile to train camera navigation 
skills in a simulator setting. A box trainer model and a virtual reality trainer both have been 
validated and found to be effective training tools for that purpose [Bennett et al., 2011; 
korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2005b]. Despite the importance of being able to perform surgery with 
a navigated camera system, also standards are being used in order to fix the camera position. 
The major advantage of a standard is the stability of the view. The decision for a system will 
depend on the surgeon’s preference and the required changes of the operation field during a 
procedure. For example, during a long lasting laparoscopic nephrectomy the required stability 
of the image may outweigh the need to change the camera position frequently, whereas it is 
the other way around during the laparoscopic removal of an adnexal cyst.
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In conclusion, the influence of camera navigation is either absent or too small to be 
observed during a basic laparoscopic skills task. A fixed camera setup allows solitary training 
without clearly compromising depth perception, while training with a navigated camera will 
lead to enhanced navigation skills, and to training of communication skills with an assistant. 
Therefore, both ways of training have their own benefits and from a clinical point of view the 
combination seems superior.

Ellen Hiemstra
Magdalena k. Chmarra
Jenny Dankelman
Frank Willem Jansen
Adapted from JMIG, 2011; 18: 494-9
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introduction
Training outside the operating room (OR) prior to patient exposure is important to progress 
along the first part of the learning curve in order to enhance patient safety. Preclinical practice 
using inanimate models improves psychomotor skills and translates into improved performance 
in the OR.[Grantcharov et al., 2004; Scott et al., 2000; Seymour et al., 2002] Among the 
laparoscopic exercises that can be learned using a simulator, intracorporeal suturing is unique, 
because it is directly applicable in clinical practice. Moreover, all basic laparoscopic skills are 
incorporated in this task, i.e. ambidexterity, judging depths, handling materials, manipulating 
instruments, and using fluid movements.[Rosser et al., 1997] Additionally, being proficient 
in suturing, inclusively being able to tie an intracorporeal knot, is a prerequisite to perform 
advanced laparoscopic surgical procedures.[Aggarwal et al., 2006] Suturing skills are needed 
if a complication occurs (e.g. a bleeding, a lesion in the urinary bladder or the intestine), or in 
case of a dysfunction of suturing devices. 
Intracorporeal suturing can be practiced on two categories of simulators: computerized 
virtual reality (VR) trainers and physical box trainers, which are also called video trainers. The 
latter trainers have been criticized for the lack of objective assessment of movements, and for 
the low fidelity of most exercises with regard to real laparoscopic procedures.[Aggarwal et al., 
2004] However, Grober et al. revealed that low-fidelity models can be as efficient as high-fidelity 
training models for technical skills acquisition.[Grober et al., 2004b] In fact, the advantage of 
box trainers over VR trainers is that real laparoscopic instruments, camera and monitor can be 
used, which result in natural haptic feedback and perceptions of depths. Regarding suturing, 
the use of a needle holder and the various suturing threads and needles can be practiced. 
Furthermore, the absence of instant feedback on economy of instrument movements in box 
trainers recently has been overcome by the development of tracking devices.[Chmarra et al., 
2006] By consequence, objective assessment of economy of movements is facilitated during 
intracorporeal suturing in box trainers.
Objectifying a subject’s level of performance during laparoscopic tasks is worthwhile for 
skills acquisition to allow a continuous refinement, as well as for credentialing or certification 
purposes. However, prior to the implementation of a tracking device for assessment purposes 
for a specific task, the construct validity (i.e. the ability to discriminate between clinicians of a 
different skills level) of the economy of movement parameters needs to be established, and 
benchmark criteria need to be set. Two studies have been performed to validate economy of 
movement parameters during a suturing task in a box trainer.[Aggarwal et al., 2006; Van Sickle 
et al., 2005] Aggarwal et al. used a tracking device that needs to be applied on the dorsum of a 
surgeons hand to obtain dexterity data[Aggarwal et al., 2006], and is relatively time consuming. 
Van Sickle et al. studied a needle driving task, but did not focus on the knot tying.[Van Sickle et 
al., 2005] A suture, however, does not function without a proper knot.
The current study is conducted to establish the construct validity of time and three 
economy of instrument movement parameters for the entire suturing task recorded by an easy 
applicable tracking device, the TrEndo.[Chmarra et al., 2006] Additionally, the improvement 
of the movement parameters is compared to the improvement in time to complete the task 
during the three trials. Subsequently, an expert standard is set.
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MAteriAls And Methods
Measurements were performed in the skills laboratory of the Leiden University Medical Center 
(LUMC) in the Netherlands.  
Participants
For this study, novices, intermediates and experts were recruited. The novices were medical 
students in the preclinical phase of their study, and consequently without prior operative 
experience. They were recruited by means of advertisement in the medical library of the 
LUMC. Intermediates were residents in Obstetrics and Gynaecology in all 6 post-graduate years 
(PGys). For their recruitment, an email was sent to all residents who attended the Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology specialty training at the LUMC.  All are being trained in performing laparoscopic 
surgery, and are two-monthly scheduled to train their basic laparoscopic skills in a laboratory 
setting. Experts were experienced surgeons in minimally invasive surgery (MIS) who met the 
following three preconditions: 
 » Their experience exceeded 200 laparoscopic procedures. 
 » Their surgical palette contained advanced procedures. Herein, the advanced 
gynaecological procedures are defined in the ESGE standard of laparoscopy.[ESGE 
2009] For general surgery, we choose to set herniorrhaphy, fundoplication, colectomy, 
adrenalectomy, and splenectomy as examples of advanced procedures. 
 » Intracorporeal suturing was practiced in the clinical situation.
They were recruited at the department of surgery and of gynaecology at the LUMC, and during 
a nationwide assembly among gynaecologists who are involved in minimally invasive surgery.
Box trainer
The trainer consisted of a box, measuring 45 x 30 x 25 cm, with a non-transparent cover, and 
was designed and fabricated at the LUMC.[kolkman et al., 2008] The image of a 0 degree scope 
was displayed on a monitor. 
task
The task involved the placement of a simple suture followed by tying an intracorporeal knot. 
The exercise started with the needle positioned in the needle holder. A thread length of 12 cm 
of 2/0 Vicryl was used, Ethicon, Johnson and Johnson. A proper bite had to be taken of the 
suturing pad in a pre-marked area. A 3-throw square knot had to be tied, after the needle and 
a substantial part of the suture material had been driven through. The knot tying technique 
was standardized. The suture had to be wrapped twice around the left hand needle holder, 
and the short end of the thread had to be pulled through the loops. Next, the dread had to 
be wrapped once around the right hand needle holder and  the short end had to be pulled 
through this loop. Finally, the dread had to be wrapped around the left hand needle holder 
again and the short end of the thread had to be pulled through this final loop (Figure 1). Prior to 
performing the task, a demonstration video was shown, followed by the step-by-step graphical 
explanation (Figure 1).  Next, the video was demonstrated a second time. All participants had to 
perform the suturing task three consecutively times. No practicing was permitted before, or in 
between, the suturing trials. If necessary, the researcher (EH) coached a participant to perform 
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the correct next step, in order to keep every trial in the study, and to ensure that every knot was 
of good quality (no slippage was allowed) and was performed in a standardized way.
Motion analysis, four parameters
The movements of the laparoscopic instruments were recorded with the TrEndo tracking device 
in four degrees of freedom (DOFs): an up-down translation (1st DOF), a forward-backward (2nd 
DOF), and a left-right (3rd DOF) rotation around the incision point, and the rotation of the 
instruments around its longitudinal axis (4th DOF).[Chmarra et al., 2006] The recorded data 
were the time (s), defined as the total time taken to perform the task, and additionally the 
following three economy of movement parameters[Chmarra et al., 2006]:
 » Path length (m): defined as the average path length of the right and the left instrument 
tip during the task; 
 » Motion in depth (m): defined as the average of the distance travelled by right and left 
instrument along its axis; 
 » Motion smoothness (m/s3): a motion analysis parameter based on the third time derivate 
of position, which represents the change in acceleration. The motion smoothness was 
calculated by averaging this parameter for the right and the left instrument. A low-pass 
Butterworth filter was used to filter the raw data.
hypothesis
The four motion analysis parameters (i.e. time, path length, motion in depth and motion 
smoothness) are able to distinguish surgeons of a different skills level. Especially, the parameters 
can discriminate between novices and experts during an intracorporeal suturing task.   
Figure 1. Standardized way to tie an intracorporeal knot.
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statistics
The data were analysed using the SPSS 16.0 software package (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). In 
order to test whether  the motion-analysis parameters can discriminate between novices, 
intermediates and experts, non-parametric kruskal-Wallis tests were used for each parameter. 
In case the groups differed significantly, pair-wise comparisons were performed to test the 
difference between each group using Mann Whitney. Additionally, the Bonferroni correction 
for multiple testing was used with respect to the differences between novices and experts, and 
therefore to test the primary research hypothesis. Finally, to test whether  improvement within 
each group was present a Wilcoxon’s signed rank-test was used, comparing the first and the 
third trial. Probability below .05 was considered statistically significant.
results
In total, 19 novices, 12 intermediates, and 11 expert laparoscopic surgeons participated in 
the study. All 19 novices who had responded to the advertisement denied previous surgical 
experience and completed the entire study protocol of 3 trials. Of the 22 residents who received 
an e-mail, 12 agreed to participate in the study: four in PGy1, two in PGy2, three in PGy3, two 
in PGy 4, and one in PGy 5. All completed the entire study protocol. Of the 11 participating 
laparoscopic experts, four were consultants in surgery, and seven were consultants in 
gynaecology. All met the inclusion criteria of the study definition of an ‘‘expert.’’ Eight experts 
completed the entire protocol of 3 consecutive suturing tasks. Two experts (one surgeon and 
one gynaecologist) did not perform the third trial, and one expert surgeon performed only the 
first trial. Time constraints were given as a reason to not complete the entire study protocol. 
Examples of the typical trajectory of the right needle holder tip as used by a novice and an 
expert, both right-handed, are presented graphically in figure 2. 
Performance of novices, intermediates, and experts throughout the three trials are displayed 
graphically in Figure 3 for the four motion-analysis parameters. Differences were observed 
between the three groups of participants (p <.001 during all trials for all four parameters). A 
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing revealed that performance of novices significantly 
differed from that of experts in all trials (p <.01 for time, path length, motion in depth, and 
motion smoothness). The difference between each combination of groups, calculated using 
the Mann-Whitney test, are shown for all parameters during the four trials (Figure 3).
The lower and upper bounds of the boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, 
respectively, and the black line in the boxes indicate the median. *p <.05, **p <.01, and ***p<.001, 
all Mann-Whitney test.
Performance of novices and intermediates improved significantly for all four parameters 
(Table 1). However, no significant improvement was observed in performance of the experts. 
For novices, initial time improved, on average, by 42%, and path length, motion in depth, and 
motion smoothness improved by 26%, 25%, and 8%, respectively, of the initial score. 
To set an expert standard for the 3-throw knot, the median scores of the 4 motion-analysis 
parameters of the experts during the second trial were used (Table 2).
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Figure 2. Typical trajectory (in millimetres) of the right-hand instrument during intracorporeal 
suturing by a novice (A) and an expert (B).
table 1. Improvement in 4 parameters during 3 trials.
Parameter p Value trial 1 - 3
Novice Time ˂ .001
Path Length ˂ .01
Motion in Depth ˂ .01
Smoothness ˂ .01
Intermediate Time ˂ .01
Path Length ˂ .01
Motion in Depth ˂ .01
Smoothness ˂ .01
Expert Time NS
Path Length NS
Motion in Depth NS
Smoothness NS
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare first and third trials.
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Figure 3. suturing task scores for novices, intermediates and experts.
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗ ∗∗
∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
table 2. Expert standard, established during second trial.
Motion analysis Parameter Median Interquartile Range
Time [s] 114 90 – 150
Path Length [m] 2.75 2.17 – 3.13
Motion in Depth [m] 1.33 0.96 – 1.39
Motion Smoothness [m/s3] 670 550  – 728
discussion
This study has confirmed the hypothesis to be true that  the four motion-analysis parameters 
are able to discriminate between groups with different levels of experience during an 
intracorporeal suturing task in a physical box trainer. This indicates the construct validity of 
these objective assessment parameters for psychomotor skills  for intracorporeal suturing.
Although experts outperformed intermediates during the first and second trial for all 
parameters, no significant difference was present during the third trial for time, path length 
and motion in depth. The intermediates were residents in Obstetrics and Gynaecology who 
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had been exposed to one or more laparoscopic skills training sessions during their specialty 
training. As a result of this training, some of them may approach the expert level after a short 
rehearsal of two intracorporeal sutures. This might be an essential difference between being 
proficient (i.e. an expert), and progressing along a proficiency gaining curve (i.e. a resident).
The relevance of economy of movement parameters in the in vivo situation was revealed 
by their ability to discriminate between surgeons of a different level of experience during a 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy on a porcine model.[Smith et al., 2002] Furthermore, specified 
feedback on performance can be provided if these parameters are used during simulator 
training. Unfortunately, most of the currently described tracking devices can only be used in 
a virtual environment.[Chmarra et al., 2007] Regarding intracorporeal suturing, a recent study 
revealed no additional value of VR simulation over a box trainer model.[Botden et al., 2008] 
Unlike box trainers, VR trainers do not offer a natural instrument-tissue interaction, or the 
possibility to use real laparoscopic instruments and materials (e.g. a needle holder and suturing 
material). Determining motion-analysis parameters with the TrEndo in a box trainer combines 
the haptic advantages of box trainers with the objective assessment ability of VR trainers.
Prior studies have used time to completion of a suturing task to establish learning curves.
[kolkman et al., 2008; Munz et al., 2007; Van Sickle et al., 2005; Vossen et al., 1997] However, 
Smith et al. found that time improved during the first three trials and then stabilized, while the 
path length continued to improve over 10 trials.[Smith et al., 2002] Therefore, it was concluded 
that the learning curve for time alone fails to account for the more protracted learning curve 
for accuracy. We found that the novices’ performance in suturing improved significantly for all 
four motion-analysis parameters across the three trials. However, the observed improvement 
in time was relatively larger (42%) than the improvement in the three economy of movement 
parameters (path length, motion in depth and motion smoothness). Since most of the training 
effect is achieved after tying 20-30 knots[Vossen et al., 1997], achievement of proficiency should 
not be expected within 3 trials. Additionally, it was revealed that experts still outperform novices 
after 100 trials to tie a proper knot.[Vossen et al., 1997] Our study is in line with that finding. The 
relatively small improvement in the economy of movement parameters, compared to the time 
to completion of the task, suggests that it takes more trials to perform an intracorporeal suture 
with efficient use of movements than to perform it quickly.
Another objective of this study was to set a performance standard for laparoscopic suturing 
by using the parameters of the experts’ performance. Obviously, the experts did not improve 
significantly across the trials, since they had already achieved proficiency. Although arbitrary, 
we choose to set the experts performance at the second trial as the expert standard. The 
first trial was not chosen in order to correct for possible adaptation to the simulator setup, 
and the third trial had the disadvantage that it was only performed by 8 out of 11 experts. This 
performance standard can be used for training purposes, but also for assessment or even 
certification in order to enhance patient safety. Even though, experts are quite consistent in 
performance, expressed by small interquartile ranges of their scores, their spread around the 
median should be taken into account when this standard is implemented. 
Intracorporeal suturing incorporates all basic laparoscopic skills[Rosser et al., 1997], and 
it is a prerequisite for advanced laparoscopic procedures as it is needed to handle possible 
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complications or in case of instrument failure. Acquisition of suturing translates directly to 
the clinical situation. Concerns have risen whether the suturing skill is too complex to acquire 
for junior residents. However, the results of our study confirms those of Aggarwal et al. who 
revealed that residents with little or no previous laparoscopic experience are able to carry out 
the task competently after a short training course.[Aggarwal et al., 2006] Consequently, in 
our opinion,  intracorporeal suturing training should be incorporated early in the residency 
curriculum. 
The construct validity of time, and three economy of movement parameters (i.e. path 
length, motion in depth, and motion smoothness) has strongly been suggested for the 
intracorporeal suturing task performed in a box trainer. An expert standard has been set. 
Economy of movement parameters should be added to assessment package in order to form 
a framework of specified feedback, and to allow continuous refinement of psychomotor skills 
during training, and can be used for assessment and for certification purposes.

Ellen Hiemstra
Wendela kolkman
Mathijs .A.J. van de Put
Frank Willem Jansen
Adapted from Gynecol Surg 2009; 6 229-35
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introduction
Laparoscopic surgery requires skills that are different from those required for open surgery. 
Simulators were developed to train these skills in a pressure-free environment with or 
without supervision [Munz et al., 2004]. They can roughly be divided into box trainers 
(also video trainers) and virtual reality trainers. The interest in training facilities outside the 
operating room (OR) was further enhanced by issues like quality control, patient safety, and 
cost-effectiveness[Feldman et al., 2004b; Munz et al., 2004]. Simulator training is shown to 
be effective in providing skills that are transferable to the OR[Anastakis et al., 1999; Fried et 
al., 1999; Schijven et al., 2005; Seymour et al., 2002; Torkington et al., 2001b] and to decrease 
procedural complications [Cadeddu et al., 2001; Martin et al., 1998]. Besides, simulators have 
potential for objectively assessing laparoscopic skills [Fried et al., 2004]. 
In the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC) we developed a skills laboratory with an 
inanimate five-task laparoscopic simulation model (box trainer) for basic training and evaluation. 
In a recent study, our group has established the construct validity of these five tasks (i.e. the 
ability to discriminate between different skills levels)[kolkman et al., 2008]. Additionally, the 
median score of five laparoscopic experts was set as performance standard for training and 
evaluation purposes[kolkman et al., 2008]. This standard was based on one trial for all exercises. 
Finally, it was found that novices’ skills improved quantifiably and met the performance standard 
within seven trials (after a 5-weeks training course)[kolkman et al., 2008]. 
In order to establish an efficient laparoscopic training program, the retention of the 
acquired skills is highly important. Additionally, insight into retention is important to judge 
the necessity and frequency of continued training needed to maintain the acquired skills level. 
As yet, a couple of studies have described skill retention after simulator based laparoscopic 
training [Grober et al., 2004a; Sinha et al., 2008; Stefanidis et al., 2005; Stefanidis et al., 2006b; 
Torkington et al., 2001a]. The retention test results varied considerably, as well as the study 
designs. On one hand, a 25% skills deterioration was observed three months after a one-day 
hands-on training course on a box trainer[Torkington et al., 2001a], and on the other hand 
excellent skills retention was revealed six months after validated proficiency-based training 
sessions[Stefanidis et al., 2006b]. 
The objective of the current study is to investigate the retention of skills one year after 
the start of our laparoscopic training program and to enhance the insight into the retention 
process. 
MAteriAl And Methods
The study was performed in the skills laboratory located in the Department of Gynaecology at 
the LUMC in The Netherlands. The simulator was designed (FWJ) and fabricated at this tertiary 
teaching hospital. It consisted of an inanimate five-task box trainer with a non-transparent 
cover, measuring 45 x 30 x 25 cm using a 0º scope. 
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outcome measures
The individual’s performance on the box trainer was measured using a scoring system that 
rewarded precision and speed. During each task, the time to completion (seconds) and penalty 
points were measured. Scores were calculated by the addition of completion time and penalty 
points, thus rewarding both speed and precision (score = time + penalty points). Consequently, 
faster and more accurate performance was rewarded with a lower score. Additional to separately 
scoring each task, a sum score was calculated (the sum of scores of all five tasks). 
tasks
The tasks in this study, as well as the scoring system, were based on the studies of Derossis et 
al.[Derossis et al., 1998] and are shown (Figure 1). The tasks vary from simple placing object 
tasks to more complicated manoeuvres such as cutting and knot tying. 
Pipe cleaner
This task involved the placement of a pipe cleaner though four small rings. A penalty was 
calculated when a ring was missed. Score =  time in seconds + (the number of missed rings x 10). 
Placing rubber band 
This task required the participant to stretch a rubber band around 16 nails on a wooden board. 
A penalty was calculated when the rubber band was not stretched around a nail at the end of 
the task. Score = time in seconds + (the number of missed nails x 10).
Placing beads
This task involved the individual’s placing 13 beads to form a letter ‘B’. A penalty was calculated 
when a bead was dropped next to the pegboard. Score = time in seconds + (the number of 
dropped beads x 10).
Figure 1. Laparoscopic training tasks
1. Pipe cleaner 2. Rubber band 3. Beads
4. Cutting circle 5. Knot tying
Figure 1. Laparoscopic 
training tasks
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cutting circle
This task required the participant to cut a circle from a rubber glove stretched over 16 nails in 
a wooden board. Penalty points were calculated when the individual deviated from cutting on 
the line. Score = time in seconds + surface of glove in milligrams deviated from circle.
intra-corporeal knot tying
This task involved the tying of an intra-corporeal knot (two turn, square knots) in a foam uterus. 
A penalty was calculated to reflect the security (slipping or too loose) of the knot. Score = time 
in seconds + 10 when knot was slipping or loose.
Participants and measurements
The same eight medical students (novices) who had volunteered to participate and had been 
trained in our previous study[kolkman et al., 2008] were asked to participate in the current 
study for a retention of skills test one year after the start of the training program. At the time 
of training they were in the second to fourth years of their medical study at the LUMC and had 
no prior experience with simulator training or clinical laparoscopy. A precondition for current 
participation was that they had not further been training or practicing their laparoscopic skills 
during the consecutive one year period. 
As described previously[kolkman et al., 2008], the novices had underwent baseline testing 
on the simulator followed by five weekly training sessions and had been measured again the 
week afterwards for final testing, as shown in figure 2. Novices performed all five tasks once 
during baseline testing, the training sessions and the final testing. Consequently, the novices 
had completed all tasks a total of seven times by the end of the study (one baseline test, five 
Baseline test
novices 
(n=8)
Final test
novices 
(n=7+1)
Retention test
novices 
(n=7)
7 weeks 1 year
Performance 
Standard 
5 weekly 
training 
sessions on 
simulator
1 drop out
experienced 
laparoscopists 
(n=5)
Figure 2. Flow chart of the study
Figure 2. Flow chart of the study.
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training sessions, one final test). Therefore, it will be referred to as seven trials. One year after 
the start of the training, they were asked to volunteer to perform the five tasks once more 
(retention test) for current study. 
The primary outcome measure for the durability of the acquired skills was the comparison 
of the novices’ retention test scores to their final test scores. Secondarily, the retention test 
scores were compared with the baseline test, and retention test scores were also compared 
with the performance standard. This standard was established by the median scores of five 
“expert” gynaecologists (having performed more than 100 advanced laparoscopic procedures) 
obtained from one single performance on the five simulator tasks once[kolkman et al., 2008]. 
statistical analyses
Collected data were analysed by SPSS 16.0 software package (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical 
analyses were performed using Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Probability 
below .05 was considered statistically significant.
results
Among the eight students who participated in our initial study, one was unable to participate 
in the current study due to absence during the retention test. As a result, the performances of 
seven students who participated in our initial seven-week training program were measured on 
the box trainer for assessment of retention of basic laparoscopic skills. The participants were 
considered novices since they had no surgical, laparoscopic or simulator experience prior to 
the training program. Novices’ demographics are outlined in table 1. During follow-up, until 
the retention test, none of them had additional surgical, laparoscopic, or simulator experience. 
Table 2 presents the median scores of the seven novices on the baseline test, the final test and 
the retention test. It has to be emphasized that a better performance is represented by a lower 
score. Table 3 compares the novices’ median retention test scores with the median experts’ 
scores (performance standard, set as the training goal).
durability of acquired skills as primary outcome measure
The retention test score did not worsen significantly compared with the final test score for four 
out of five tasks, pipe cleaner, placing beads, cutting a circle and knot tying (Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank test). However, deterioration was observed in the score for stretching a rubber band as 
well as the composed sum score (Table 2). 
table 1. Novices’ demographics at retention test.
Novices (n=7)
Mean age (range) in years
Male n (%)
Median year of study
Laparoscopic experience
22.7    (21 – 24)
 2        (29)
 5        (3 – 5)
None   (except from box training in preceding study)
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retentions test results compared with baseline testing and with the 
performance standard
Comparison of the retention test with the baseline test reveals a significant improvement on 
all five tasks as well as the sum score. (Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test: pipe cleaner, rubber band, 
placing beads, cutting a circle, knot tying and sum score all p<.05) These differences are not 
displayed in a tabular form. This means that novices perform all tasks faster and more accurately 
at retention than at baseline testing. No statistical differences were found in any task or the sum 
score between the novices’ retention test and performance standard (Table 3). 
discussion
The previously quantified improvement in laparoscopic skills remained at the same level for 
four out of five laparoscopic box trainer tasks one year after a basic laparoscopic skills training 
program. This long-lasting retention of skills is encouraging and supports the implementation 
of laparoscopic simulator training program at the beginning of residency.
However, deterioration in performance was observed in the task to stretch a rubber band 
around 16 nails. This finding is remarkable because in that particular task haptic feedback and 
table 2. Novices’ median scores.
Task
Baseline test Final test (I) Retention test (II) Difference
Median (range) Median (range) (I) and (II) (range) P-value(*)
Pipe cleaner
Rubber band
Beads
Cutting Circle
knot tying
333
155
831
427
586
(126-900)
(89-484)
(474-1558)
(343-520)
(383-930)
47
49
235
134
168
(33-105)
(22-72)
(168-420)
(89-244)
(105-223)
42
60
283
123
182
(28-63)
(53-99)
(159-417)
(87-525)
(60-343)
0.46
0.03
0.24
0.31
0.13
Sum score 2631 (2174–2931) 688 (497-971) 800 (515-1219) 0.04
Novices’ (n=7) performance on three testing moments. Score = time + penalty points. * = Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank test. A lower score represents a better performance.
table 3. Novices compared to performance standard.
Task
Retention test
(novice n=7)
Performance  
standard Difference
Median (range) (expert n=5) (range) P-value(*)
Pipe cleaner
Rubber band
Beads
Cutting Circle
knot tying
42
60
283
123
182
(28-63)
(53-99)
(159-417)
(87-525)
(60-343)
62
62
271
189
118
(49-100)
(35-195)
(111-318)
(76-240)
(50-177)
0.06
0.94
0.29
1.00
0.18
Sum score 800 (515-1219) 705 (351-878) 0.34
Score = time + penalty points. * = Mann-Whitney test. A lower score represents a better performance.
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force transmission play an important role. The ability to adapt to diminished haptic feedback, 
considered as a substitute for tissue handling, is one of the difficulties of laparoscopic surgery. 
The current finding may be interpreted as an argument that tissue handling skills are the first to 
deteriorate in the absence of any practice. 
Additionally, the sum score at the retention measurement was worse than the score 
immediately after the training. It is well possible that the performance in all five tasks slightly 
decays with time, but that significance was not revealed due to the small number of participants 
who completed the study. Though, this small decay trend is significant for the composite sum 
score. 
Factors considered to be accountable for the longevity of the acquired skills are the 
retention interval, the quality of the original training, and trainees’ individual differences[Arthur 
W Jr, 1998; Stefanidis et al., 2006b]. Our 11 months’ retention interval is the longest studied so 
far, as others studied intervals varying between three weeks and seven months. The quality 
of training is influenced by the type of trainer used for skills acquisition, and the duration, 
intensity, and goals of the training course. In some studies box trainers were used, in others 
virtual reality trainers. Stefanidis and colleagues compared both devices and found better skill 
retention for box trainers[Stefanidis et al., 2005]. In that study, the bean drop task used as in the 
box trainer mainly requires eye hand-coordination and can be compared to our beads placing 
task.  In general, practice interspersed with periods of rest (distributed practice) leads to better 
acquisition and retention of endoscopic skills than continuous practice (massed practice) with 
little or no rest in between[Moulton et al., 2006; Verdaasdonk et al., 2007b]. Additionally, goal-
oriented training leads to consistency of the final results, since all residents are expected to 
reach the performance standard[kolkman et al., 2008]. In summary, these data are supportive 
for the quality of our basic laparoscopic skills course, since we used box trainers, training was 
held in distributed sessions (one hour weekly for seven weeks), and an expert’s performance 
standard was set as training goal. 
Two striking differences were revealed between our findings and other study results. 
First, a recent study with a virtual reality trainer revealed that the skills required to perform 
Figure 3. Performance during acquisition and retention
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Figure 3. Performance during acquisition and retention.
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more difficult tasks deteriorated more than skills needed for the easier tasks 6 months after 
training[Sinha et al., 2008]. That finding contradicts our finding that the more complex knot 
tying and cutting skills did not decay significantly, while the placing rubber band task did. Maybe 
the (relative) resistance to decay of our complex tasks can be explained by a better durability 
of skills acquired due to the quality of our training, or the small number (seven) of participants 
failed to show significant deterioration. Second, the study of Vossen and colleagues revealed 
that most training effect was achieved after 20-30 square knots in a box trainer[Vossen et al., 
1997]. This finding contrasts with the small number (seven) of trials needed in our study to 
achieve the performance standard. However, it has to be noted that the experts in our study 
only performed one trial of each task for the establishment of this standard. They would 
probably have shown better performances after they have familiarized with the box trainer and 
the tasks. The resulting “lower expert level” might be marked as a shortcoming of the study and 
the value of the result that novices still met the performance standard one year after training 
may be doubted. On the other hand, this standard revealed to lead to achievable learning goals 
for skills improvement that sustain over time. 
It is of significance to gain insight into the retention of skills in order to realize optimal 
frequency and efficiency of laparoscopic simulator training. Especially, this is important since 
students and residents may have a long interval in rotations or residency training before 
returning to a department in which they can train their laparoscopic skills. Individual differences 
in retention - and in innate dexterity - among trainees stress the importance of reassessment. 
Not all subjects may be able to maintain the acquired skill and some require extra training in 
addition to the training program. To identify these subjects objective skills assessment on the 
simulator should be performed regularly.
Previously, we have shown that a voluntary training program on a box trainer during 
residency has a substantial risk to fail[kolkman et al., 2007b]. Therefore, a goal orientated 
structured training needs to be implemented into practice in a mandatory fashion, preferably 
early in residency[kolkman et al., 2007b]. Specifically, one hour of practice on a box trainer 
week fits more easily into an already busy residency training schedules than a less efficient 
training course compressed into two or three days. In order to maintain the acquired skills 
optimally, it is our opinion that simulator assessment (eventually followed by training) should 
be repeated at least annually. 
In conclusion, our short training program on the box trainer is shown to result in measurable 
skills improvement that is and merely durable over time. In order to maintain tissue handling 
skills and to reassure that the skills level for each individual maintains at the performance 
standard, continuous hands-on practice has to be facilitated and promoted. In order to 
reach optimal benefit, we recommend the implementation of laparoscopic simulator training 
program at the beginning of residency training and biannual or annual simulator training and 
reassessment. 
Ellen Hiemstra 
Henk W.R. Schreuder 
Anne M. Stiggelbout 
Frank Willem Jansen
Submitted
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introduction
In teaching hospitals all over the world, skills laboratories have been set up in order to train 
and assess minimally invasive (e.g. laparoscopic) surgical skills outside the operating room in 
a safe, reproducible environment.[MacRae et al., 2008] This development is driven by quality 
and patient safety concerns, a restriction in resident working hours and increasing costs of 
operating room time.[Gould, 2006] Simulator acquired skills are proven to be transferable to 
the actual operations on patients, leading to a faster operating time and, more important, to 
fewer errors.[Larsen et al., 2009; Stefanidis et al., 2010] 
However, no guideline exists on how to design and use a MIS skills laboratory, nor has a 
well-recognized standard been defined. The lack of consensus on the appropriate equipment 
is one of the most common impediments.[korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2005a] Furthermore, a well-
equipped skills laboratory does not automatically generate skilled surgeons. Simulation centres 
are underutilized, with minimal voluntary use of the models outside the realm of research 
studies or a structured mandatory training curriculum.[Chang et al., 2007; van Dongen et 
al., 2008]  Nevertheless, there is agreement on at least the need for properly implemented, 
monitored, and evaluated training curricula for MIS skills.[korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2006; Park et 
al., 2002b; Schijven et al., 2008]
This study is an attempt to develop an international and consensus based set of quality 
criteria for a skills laboratory for training MIS. These criteria include aspects of the design of 
the skills laboratory and the training curriculum. quality criteria may help current and future 
designers and clinicians to implement skills laboratories in their hospitals.
MAteriAls And Methods
In order to develop a criteria framework for rating skills laboratories for laparoscopic surgery, 
the recognised consensus based Delphi approach was used.[Elwyn et al., 2006] This approach 
enables integrating empirical evidence where it exists with the views of experts. 
First, three quality domains were defined: Personnel and resources, Trainee motivation and 
Curriculum. These domains were inspired on the study of Stefanidis et al. who explored the 
evidence in the surgical literature regarding laparoscopic curriculum development, and who 
tried to identify the factors that influence the successful incorporation of simulator training 
into resident’s curriculum.[Stefanidis et al., 2009a] Regarding trainee motivation, external 
motivation of the trainee is addressed, which refers to interventions aimed at modifying 
behaviour, because the individual internal motivation seems difficult to influence.[Stefanidis & 
Heniford, 2009a]
Additionally, three authors (EH, HS and FWJ) independently searched the current literature 
for criteria that a skills laboratory should meet and categorized these per domain. For this 
search, the electronic databases MEDLINE, EMBASE, Current Contents, Science Citation Index 
and the Cochrane database, were used. In a consensus meeting between the three authors, the 
lists of criteria were discussed, and an integrated consensus list was formed. 
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Next, the consensus list was sent electronically to known worldwide experts in training of 
MIS skills, or a paper version of the consensus list was given to them if he/she visited a congress 
meeting in 2009 and 2010. An expert in MIS was defined as a gynaecologist, who is well 
recognized as an expert in advanced laparoscopic surgery, who has three or more publications 
on MIS related topics, and is actively involved in the organisation of MIS training program in 
his/her teaching hospital. They were asked to rate each criterion on a 0 to 3 scale in level of 
importance for a skills laboratory. The definitions of this scale are displayed in table 1. The 
experts were also instructed to add missing criteria to the list if considered necessary. 
table 1. Definitions rating scale quality criteria
0 not important for rating a skills laboratory
1 optional criterion for a skills laboratory
2 criterion that expresses good quality of a skills laboratory
3 indispensible for a good laboratory
results
The consensus list contained 9 criteria per domain (Table 2). In total, 23 experts were selected 
from 14 countries in Europe, North - and South America and Australia. They were either 
electronically, or in person, asked to fill out the consensus list. All 23 agreed to participate 
and have rated the nine criteria per domain (Personnel and resources, Trainee motivation 
and Curriculum). None of the respondents added a new criterion to the list. The results per 
criterion are displayed as bar charts (Figures 1-3). 
In the domain Personnel and resources the presence of a lab technician was considered 
the least essential for a skills laboratory since it was rated with a median score of 1. The three 
criteria considered most important were the presence of a curriculum director (laparoscopic 
expert), the presence of a box trainer and the availability of financial resources. All these criteria 
received a median score of 3: indispensable for a good laboratory (Figure 1).
In the domain Trainee motivation, the fact that the training should be mandatory is 
considered the most important. Thereafter, supervision of training by a laparoscopic expert 
and residents not allowing to perform surgery if the predefined skills level is not reached was 
considered of importance (Figure 2).
In the domain Curriculum, the presence of over-training facilities (i.e. training after the 
initially required level of proficiency is achieved) was considered least important (median score: 
1). Four criteria were rated with a median score of 3 by the responding experts: the presence 
of a structured skills curriculum, time dedicated for skills training, maintenance of skills, and a 
yearly evaluation of the progress in laparoscopic skills of the resident (Figure 3).
As a result, a ranked list of quality criteria is presented, with the ranking based on the 
median scores of the 23 experts (Table 3). 
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table 2. Consensus list
Criterion Rating
Personnel & resources 0 1 2 3
1. availability 24 hours a day        
2. space for at least 4 trainees to train simultaneously        
3. presence of a lab technician        
4. presence of a curriculum director (a laparoscopic expert)        
5. presence of a box (/video) trainer        
6. presence of a virtual reality trainer        
7. effective instruction material for the use of the trainer(s) (e.g.video CDrom)        
8. presence of an animal lab        
9. availability financial resources for the skills lab        
Trainee motivation        
1. training sessions are supervised by a laparoscopic expert        
2. training sessions are supervised by a lab technician        
3. a proficiency (i.e. expert) based training goal has been set        
4. the training goal is based on time and precision        
5. training is mandatory        
6. residents are not allowed to perform surgery if predefined skills level is not reached        
7. awards are given for good attendance        
8. presence of tasks of increasing level of difficulty        
9. variability is present in the laparoscopic tasks        
Curriculum        
1. presence of a structured skills curriculum        
2. time is dedicated for skills training in the residency curriculum        
3. monthly training sessions are organized        
4. presence of “over training” (i.e. better than training goal) facilities        
5. Repetitive training over various training sessions        
6. Maintenance of training        
7. Retention of skills is established every 12 months        
8. training goal increases with progression in residency        
9. progress in laparoscopic skills is incorporated in yearly evaluation of resident        
discussion
For the setting of a laparoscopic skills laboratory in a (teaching) hospital the bottom line is that 
a box trainer model and financial resources are required. The training has to be mandatory, 
to be supervised by a laparoscopic expert and residents should not perform (supervised) in 
vivo laparoscopic surgery if the predefined skills level is not reached. Skills training should be 
imbedded in a structured curriculum with time scheduled for training. Finally, maintenance of 
skills, and a yearly evaluation of the skills level are recommended. Our detailed consensus list 
can be used when a MIS skills laboratory has to be set. Furthermore, it gives cues for verifying 
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table 3. Ranked list of quality criteria (median scores of 23 experts).
Criterion
Median score
(range)
Personnel & resources
1. availability 24 hours a day 2  (0-3)
2. space for at least 4 trainees to train simultaneously 2  (0-3)
3. presence of a lab technician 1  (0-3)
4. presence of a curriculum director (a laparoscopic expert) 3  (1-3)
5. presence of a box (/video) trainer 3  (2-3)
6. presence of a virtual reality trainer 2  (0-3)
7. effective instruction material for the use of the trainer(s) (e.g.video) 2  (0-3)
8. presence of an animal lab 2  (0-3)
9. availability financial resources for the skills lab 3  (2-3)
Trainee motivation
1. training sessions are supervised by a laparoscopic expert 3  (2-3)
2. training sessions are supervised by a lab technician 2  (0-3)
3. a proficiency (i.e. expert) based training goal has been set 2  (0-3)
4. the training goal is based on time and precision 2  (0-3)
5. training is mandatory 3  (1-3)
6. residents are not allowed to perform surgery if predefined skills level is not 
reached
3  (1-3)
7. awards are given for good attendance 2  (0-3)
8. presence of tasks of increasing level of difficulty 2  (0-3)
9. variability is present in the laparoscopic tasks 2  (1-3)
Curriculum
1. presence of a structured skills curriculum 3  (2-3)
2. time is dedicated for skills training in the residency curriculum 3  (1-3)
3. monthly training sessions are organized 2  (0-3)
4. presence of “over training” (i.e. better than training goal) facilities 1  (0-3)
5. Repetitive training over various training sessions 2  (1-3)
6. Maintenance of training 3  (1-3)
7. Retention of skills is established every 12 months 2  (0-3)
8. training goal increases with progression in residency 2  (1-3)
9. progress in laparoscopic skills is incorporated in yearly evaluation of resident 3  (1-3)
the quality of an already existing laboratory, just by using the list of ranked quality criteria as a 
checklist. From there, the focus for improvement or new developments can be chosen.
In the domain Personnel and resources, the presence of a box trainer is considered 
relatively more important than the presence of a virtual reality (VR) trainer. This finding is 
consistent with recent results of Palter et al, who found in their inventory that residents prefer 
box trainers above VR simulators for training the more advanced laparoscopic skills.[Palter et 
al., 2010] On the contrary, both trainer models have a good correlation for the assessment of 
laparoscopic skills.[Newmark et al., 2007] VR trainers have the advantage they allow solitary 
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Personnel and resources
 
 
 
Trainee motivation
Figure 1. Expert opinion domain ‘Personnel and resources’.
Figure 2. Expert opinion domain ‘Trainee motivation’.
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training while the supervisor can monitor the resident’s skills level electronically. On the other 
hand, the presence of a supervisor required during box training has the advantage that surgical 
knowledge can be transmitted. Furthermore, the presence of a laboratory technician is rated 
low. This could be explained by the fact that an enthusiastic laparoscopic expert can fulfil this 
role. However, in our opinion the presence of a permanent availability of a technician gives a 
professionalizing of skills laboratory, with all its advantages.
In parallel with the importance of setting the training mandatory, it was found that most 
residents do not reach the performance standards of basic laparoscopic skills if the skills training 
is voluntary.[kolkman et al., 2005] Furthermore, training up till a predefined level of skills is 
superior over training based on the time spent. In fact, the time required varies and training 
till a certain level induces an external motivation. Ideally the training should be proficiency 
based[korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2005c] and supervised by a laparoscopic expert. Training exercises 
should not be based on time only, and a score for precision should be added.[Smith et al., 
2002] It can be argued whether the exercises should have an increasing level of difficulty. On 
the one hand this may keep the trainees motivated throughout their entire specialty training, 
on the other hand, basic laparoscopic skills should be acquired as early as possible in residency 
after which residents can expand their proficiency in the operating room in learning anatomy, 
pathology, and operating techniques, while maintenance of the basic skills is all there is left to 
do.[korndorffer, Jr. et al., 2005c]
In the third domain Curriculum there is a clear consensus about incorporating the skills 
training for MIS in a proficiency based training curriculum. It is important to dedicate time 
Curriculum
Figure 3. Expert opinion domain ‘Curriculum’.
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for skills training during working hours and organize repetitive training sessions. Overall, the 
presence of a mandatory, structured and competency based skills training curriculum is the 
key to success.[Gallagher et al., 2005; McClusky, III et al., 2008; Stefanidis & Heniford, 2009a]
With the increasing pressure on guaranteed skilfulness of surgeons, many MIS specialty 
teaching hospitals feel the need to implement training facilities outside the OR. Although it 
is essential to define the purpose and to identify resources early in the development of a skills 
laboratory, the reality is often the other way around.[MacRae et al., 2008] As a result, many 
hospitals have designed laboratories based on an individual trainer’s ideas and preferences. 
Besides, curriculum development is lagging.[Stefanidis et al., 2010] The strength of this study 
is that a consensus based rating system has been developed with agreement of laparoscopic 
experts all over the world. However, the selection of the 23 experts might be  a limiting factor, 
because it depended on the definition we chose which was in part based on their reputation in 
their peers field.
A generally accepted set of criteria potentiates a system of accreditation for laparoscopic 
skills laboratories. Similarly, the American College of Surgeons has developed a system for 
accreditation of laboratories regarding general surgical skills in institutes.[2009b] These criteria 
are used to determine whether an institute meets the minimum requirements for accreditation 
as a Level II  (Basic Education) or a Level I (Comprehensive Education) institute. In parallel, our 
set of criteria can be used as a framework useful in daily practice and possibly for accreditation 
purposes in the future. More in detail, a skills laboratory can be assessed rating the presence 
of a criterion with the corresponding median score of our ranked quality criteria list. That 
way, criteria that are considered more relevant according to our expert panel receive higher 
ratings. As a result, a MIS skills laboratory with a MIS skills curriculum can obtain at maximum 
62 points (20 points for Personnel and resources, 21 points for Trainee motivation and 21 points 
for Curriculum). This total score can be used to choose the focus for future developments. 
Additionally, a practical application might be that a basic MIS laboratory should have at least 
the criteria with a median score 3, while a comprehensive MIS laboratory should also have all 
criteria with a median score of 2 for the certification.
In conclusion, this rating list can be used to set up and maintain a minimally invasive skills 
laboratory. In a skills laboratory, at least a box trainer has to be present with a proficiency based 
training program. The training should be incorporated in a formal curriculum which is obliged 
prior to attendance of real in vivo surgery in order to enhance patien safety.
Ellen Hiemstra
Wendela kolkman
Ron Wolterbeek
J. Baptist M.Z. Trimbos
Frank Willem Jansen
Adapted from Can J Surg, 2011; 54: 116-22
chAPter 8
THE VALUE OF AN OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT 
TOOL IN THE OPERATING ROOM
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introduction
Nowadays, it is becoming more and more difficult to achieve surgical proficiency. Residents 
experience less training due to reduced working hours and a decreased surgical caseload.
[Hammond et al., 2006] Additionally, with the development of new surgical techniques, skills 
acquisition is more challenging.[Haluck & krummel, 2000] Currently, basic surgical procedures 
are sufficiently mastered after finishing residency training, but advanced procedures are not.
[kolkman et al., 2006] Ultimately, skills deficiencies will impede post-residency performance.
[Shay et al., 2002] Moreover, residency programs still rely heavily on informal and subjective 
evaluations based on recollections of supervisors.[kolkman et al., 2005; Mandel et al., 2000] 
Therefore, on one hand, surgical skills training need to become more efficient, and on the 
other hand, appropriate assessment is required in order to optimally benefit from the spare 
learning moments in the operating room (OR).
An objective assessment tool can fulfil an important role during operative training.[Aggarwal 
et al., 2008; Beard, 2007] Such a tool can be an aid to the learning process through constructive 
feedback on performance. Secondly, an assessment tool can be applied to establish competency 
levels and to mark progression in time. Finally, it can provide a benchmark criteria to be used as 
a training goal or for credentialing purposes.[Cuschieri et al., 2001; Darzi et al., 1999]
To fulfil this need for an objective assessment tool, the OSATS (Objective Structured 
Assessment of Technical Skills) was developed by Martin et al. in Toronto in 1997.[Martin et al., 
1997] An OSATS consists of a procedure-specific checklist, a pass/fail judgment and a global 
rating scale. The latter turned out to be superior in terms of reliability and validity.[Goff et al., 
2000; Martin et al., 1997; Swift et al., 2006] On this global rating scale, domains are scored on a 
1 to 5 Likert-scale, with an explicit description at point 1,3 and 5.
So far, studies about the quality of OSATS have mainly been conducted in simulators or 
live animal models.[Reznick et al., 2006] Although applying OSATS in simulator settings has 
the benefit that repeated practice is enabled without the risk to harm patients, simulators will 
never perfectly mimic operative conditions. Therefore, OSATS have been implemented for 
the assessment of real surgical procedures on a large scale in the Netherlands in residency 
programs. Moreover, plans are being developed to use this form of assessment tool for 
certification purposes after residency training. However, only a few studies have investigated 
the value of intraoperative use of OSATS.[Aggarwal et al., 2008; Bodle et al., 2008] Aggarwal 
et al. found that the OSATS score discriminates between a novice and an expert surgeon 
performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy demonstrated by video-based assessment.
[Aggarwal et al., 2008]  Bodle et al. concluded from feedback questionnaires that trainers and 
trainees in the United kingdom perceived the OSATS to be valid and valuable.[Bodle et al., 2008] 
In the absence of data on the implementation of OSATS in daily practice, the current study was 
conducted in order to assess its value in clinical practice by analysing residents’ learning curves 
for a variety of surgical procedures in gynaecology. 
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MAteriAls And Methods
In the Netherlands, the Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Ob/Gyn) residency program lasts six 
years. On average, three of these six years are spent in a university teaching hospital, and the 
complementary period is spent in a non-university teaching hospital. The university hospitals 
provide a curriculum to train residents in a variety of subspecialties, like reproductive health 
care, perinatology and oncology. Specifically, a three-month clinical rotation is spent on 
gynaecological surgery. During this rotation, which is generally attended during the fourth 
postgraduate year (PGy), residents are scheduled to perform surgery in the OR for four days 
a week. Gradually, a resident is given more responsibility as experience accrues, depending 
on the resident’s technical skills, the type of procedure and patient characteristics. Finally, 
a resident performs a procedure as the primary surgeon, in the presence of a supervising 
consultant.
study design
In 2005, the global rating scale of the OSATS (referred to as “OSATS” in this thesis) was introduced 
at the department of Ob/Gyn of the Leiden University Medical Center in an observational study 
of its implementation in clinical practice (Figure 1). The assessment tool had been adapted from 
Martin et al.[Martin et al., 1997] The six domains of an OSATS represent aspects of technical 
competence in surgery. The only modification to the original form is that we merged the 
domains ‘knowledge of instruments’ and ‘instrument handling’. This is in accordance with the 
version of the OSATS form used by the Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.[RCOG 
OSATS – global rating scale of operative performance
Please circle the number corresponding to the candidate’s performance in each category, irrespective of training level.
Respect for 
Tissue:
1 
Frequently used 
unnecessary force on tissue 
or caused damage by 
inappropriate use of 
instruments
2 3 
Careful handling of tissue but 
occasionally caused inadvertent 
damage
4 5 
Consistently handled tissues 
appropriately with minimal 
damage
Time and 
Motion:
1 
Many unnecessary moves
2 3 
Efficient time/motion but some 
unnecessary moves
4 5 
Clear economy of movement 
and maximum efficiency
Knowledge and 
handling of 
instrument:
1 
Lack of Knowledge of 
Instruments
2 3 
Competent use of instruments 
but occasionally appeared stiff 
or awkward
4 5 
Obvious familiarity with 
instruments
Flow of 
operation:
1 
Frequently stopped 
procedure and seemed 
unsure of next move
2 3 
Demonstrated some forward 
planning with reasonable 
progression of procedure
4 5 
Obviously planned course of 
procedure with effortless flow 
from one movement to the 
next
Use of 
assistants:
1 
Consistently placed 
assistants poorly or failed 
to use assistants
2 3 
Appropriate use of assistants 
most of the time
4 5 
Strategically used assistants to 
the best advantage at all 
times
Knowledge of 
specific 
procedure:
1 
Deficient knowledge. 
Needed specific 
instructions at most steps 
2 3 
Knew all important steps of 
procedure 
4 5 
Demonstrated familiarity with 
all aspect of operation
Figure 1. OSATS form.
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2009] During this implementation study, residents were instructed to register an OSATS 
assessment of every procedure that they performed as a primary surgeon during their three-
month rotation in gynaecological surgery. Procedures during which a resident independently 
performed some important steps were included as well. After the supervising consultant had 
filled out the OSATS form, the results were discussed with the resident in order to provide him/
her with constructive feedback per domain.
While the assessed trainees were PGy 4 Ob/Gyn residents, the supervisors could be any 
gynaecologist working as a consultant at the department who was present supervising the 
surgical procedure. They were instructed how to complete the OSATS form. In essence, 
the instruction was to mark the number on the Likert-scale corresponding to the resident’s 
performance on each domain, irrespective of the training level.
individual learning curves
All OSATS were collected, and data were analysed using an SPSS-program for Windows (SPSS 
version 16.0 SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The total score of each OSATS was calculated by adding 
up the score of the six domains (at minimum 6 and maximally 30 points). An OSATS score of 
24 points equals the score in which each domain at average is rated with 4 points (75% of the 
maximally score that ranges from 1 to 5). This score was chosen as a threshold for good surgical 
performance, in the absence of benchmark criteria in other studies. Learning curves for each 
individual resident were drawn by plotting his/her OSATS scores against the total caseload 
during a clinical rotation, regardless of which procedures were performed. To establish the 
caseload, all consecutively performed procedures that were assessed with an OSATS were 
numbered. For each resident, the mean OSATS score during the rotation was calculated, and 
progression in time was illustrated by mapping a regression line. 
construct validity
No ‘gold standard’ is available to measure surgical performance. Therefore, the construct 
validity (i.e. the extent to which a test measures the trait that it purports to measure) should 
be used to verify the quality of an assessment tool for surgical skills.[Feldman et al., 2004a; 
Moorthy et al., 2003] In this study, the construct validity of OSATS was established by testing 
the hypothesis that surgical performance improves as the procedure-specific experience 
accrues. For that purpose, the average learning curve for the ‘average’ procedure was mapped 
by plotting the OSATS score against the procedure-specific caseload. The procedure-specific 
caseload was also based on the number of assessed procedures. 
To test this hypothesis, a linear relation between OSATS score and experience was assumed. 
The advantage of simplifying the average procedure-specific learning curve to a straight line is 
that the performance level at the start can be determined, as well as the amount of progression 
in technical surgical skills, taking individual performance levels and learning potential into 
account. Therefore, a linear mixed model was fitted as random coefficients model with a 
random slope and a random intercept per resident. P-values <.05 were considered statistically 
significant, and ninety-five per cent confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated. 
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objectivity of assessment with osAts
After this implementation study, the opinion of assessed trainees and supervisors was 
questioned regarding the objectivity of an assessment with an OSATS. They were asked to rate 
the OSATS on a Likert-scale ranging from 1 “subjective” to 5 “objective”. The assessed trainees 
were residents who were recruited during an education afternoon in the LUMC of which the 
attendance was obligatory during Ob/Gyn residency training. The supervisors were the same 
consultants who had participated in the implementation study. 
results
Nine residents attended a three-month clinical rotation in gynaecological surgery, and agreed 
to participate in the study. Three were male and six were female. Nineteen different types of 
procedures were assessed with an OSATS, and the total number of procedures was 319. Among 
these procedures, 39% were abdominal, 31% were laparoscopic, and 20% were procedure with a 
vaginal approach, and the remaining 10% were hysteroscopies (Table 1). On an individual basis, 
the median number of procedures assessed was 40 (range 12-60). 
individual learning curves
The nine individual learning curves were drawn by plotting OSATS scores against the total 
caseload (regardless of which specific procedure had been performed) during the clinical 
rotation (Figure 2). The regression lines of these curves are displayed too, together with the 
threshold of 24 (out of 30) OSATS points. Regression analysis revealed that the two residents 
with the lowest average scores (resident A and B) did not reach the threshold of 24 points within 
their clinical rotation. Resident C and D reached the threshold while nearing the end of their 
rotation. Only resident H and I achieved relatively high scores at the start of the three-month 
period and continued to show improvement. 
Average procedure-specific learning curve 
Additionally, the average OSATS scores were plotted against the experience, i.e. the procedure-
specific caseload, for the first ten procedures (Figure 3). The resulting average learning 
curve within procedure passed the threshold of 24 points at a caseload of five procedures. 
Additionally, a plateau in performance was reached after a caseload of eight procedures. To 
establish the construct validity of OSATS it was tested whether the OSATS score increased 
significantly with an increasing caseload using a linear mixed model. The slope of the general 
learning curve was 1.10 OSATS points per assessed procedure (p<.01, 95% CI: 0.44 – 1.77). In 
other words, the average performance based on total OSATS score improved by 1.10 points for 
every consecutively performed procedure.
An OSATS score of 24 was set as the performance standard. The dotted line is based on 
linear mixed model analysis.
objectivity of the assessment
The supervisors were 21 gynaecologists, all working as consultants at the Department of 
Gynaecology at the LUMC. The median OSATS score given to residents by each supervisor 
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table 1.
Procedures Number assessed with an OSATS
Laparoscopic procedures
Diagnostic laparoscopy or sterilization
(Bilateral) Salpingo-oophorectomy
Cystectomy
Ectopic Pregnancy (tobotomy or tubectomy)
Total laparoscopic hysterectomy
Hysteroscopic procedures
Diagnostic hysteroscopy
Therapeutic hysteroscopy
Abdominal procedures
Abdominal hysterectomy (with (B)SO)
Resection myoma, endometrioma or adnexectomy
Caesarean section
(Interval) debulking
Sacrocolpopexy
Procedure with a vaginal approach
Vaginal hysterectomy
Anterior and/or posterior colporrhaphy
(Partial) vulvectomy
Operation of cervix (cerclage or conization)
Anal sphincter repair
Laser treatment vulva
Labioplasty
98
 
23
41
17
4
13
31
 
12
19
 
125
 
42
6
64
7
5
65
43
6
2
8
4
2
1
Total 319
ranged from 18 to 30, and the number of assessed procedures ranged from 1 to 114. Moreover, 
some gynaecologists assessed only one specific procedure (e.g., a caesarean section), while 
others assessed the entire surgical spectrum. 
All 24 residents who were present at the obligatory education afternoon answered the 
question about the OSATS. One person was excluded from analysis due to inexperience with 
this assessment form because of being just at the start of residency training. Residents rated 
the OSATS with a median score of 2 (range 1-4 on a 5-point Likert scale with 1:subjective to 
5:objective). The median score of the supervisors was 3 (range 1-4).
discussion
Intraoperative OSATS can be used to assess resident’s surgical training over time. By plotting the 
OSATS score against experience it can be determined whether, and how much, progression is 
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present. The use of an objective assessment tool is a new way to establish learning curves. Prior 
parameters are the operation time, the complication rate and the conversion rate in case of 
laparoscopic procedures.[Altgassen et al., 2004; kolkman et al., 2007a] However, operation time 
and complication rate have shown to be crude and indirect as these largely depend on the difficulty 
of the individual surgical case (e.g. the co-morbidity of a patient), and the supervising surgeon.
[Moorthy et al., 2003] The intraoperative use of OSATS may overcome these disadvantages.
Two out of nine residents did not progress beyond the benchmark level of 24/30 OSATS points 
within the three-month clinical rotation. This failure is likely to be a sign of stagnation of their 
learning process, and can only partially be explained by the coincidence that they encountered 
more complex procedures later in their rotation. Additionally, only two residents showed 
good performance during the entire clinical rotation, taking the average OSATS scores and the 
progression into account. This small proportion illustrates the concern whether current residency 
programs with work hour restrictions sufficiently fulfil the need to master surgical proficiency.
Secondly, the construct validity of the OSATS for assessment purposes was revealed 
by confirming the hypothesis (i.e. the construct) to be true that a resident’s OSATS’ score 
Figure 2. Individual learning curves (regardless the type of procedure performed). x = total caseload 
expressed in number of assessed procedure (regardless of the type of procedure performed),  y = 
performance expressed in total OSATS score, dotted line = individual regression line.
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improves as procedure-specific experience accrues. This is not the conventional way to prove 
the construct validity. However, it is a more subtle approach than the often used method 
to confirm the ability of an assessment tool to discriminate between two groups of hugely 
varying level of experience. That was done by Aggarwal et al. who revealed that experienced 
surgeons have higher OSATS scores than novice surgeons for one standardized procedure, the 
laparoscopic cholecystectomy.[Aggarwal et al., 2008] The straight line model we used as an 
argument for the construct validity has two limitations. Surgical performance cannot infinitely 
improve (the maximum OSATS score is 30 points), and secondly, the learning curve for surgical 
skills consists of an initial steep phase, then changes slowly until the curve becomes more 
flat.[Dagash et al., 2003] However, the advantage of simplifying resident’s learning curve to 
a straight line, and additional analysis with linear mixed model, is that progression in surgical 
skills can be quantified taking the individual level of performance and learning potential into 
account.  From this data, it was found that a resident’s performance improves with 1.14 OSATS 
points at average every time the same procedure is performed (and assessed). Of course, 
we may not simply generalize this conclusion, because this increase is the average of 19 very 
different surgical procedures. 
The aforementioned formation of a plateau in the real situation is observed in the average 
procedure-specific learning curve. This plateau is achieved after a caseload of eight (of the 
same) procedures. This is in accordance with results of a questionnaire held among residents is 
which they judged a number of ten of the same procedures necessary to be a safe and confident 
Figure 3. Average Objective 
Structured Assessment of Tech-
nical Skills (OSATS) scores plotted 
against procedure-specific learn-
ing curve for the first 10 proce-
dures.
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surgeon.[Rattner et al., 2001] Again, this value of this generalization is limited because of the 
heterogeneous range of assessed procedures.
This study was conducted under regular clinical conditions. Therefore, even the same 
procedures widely varied with respect to difficulty and complication risk. Also, variation shall 
have been present in the extent to which consultants allowed residents to independently 
perform a surgical procedure. Furthermore, the assessment rate might not be 100 per cent. 
The resulting selection bias may be in favour of the best performed procedures. However, 
not all procedures need to be assessed to gain insight in the progression of an individual 
resident. More importantly, the intended objectivity of assessment with an OSATS seems to be 
disappointing, taking the finding that none of the residents, nor any staff member, valued the 
OSATS to be objective into account. Additionally, the number of assessed procedures and the 
OSATS-score varied enormously among the consultants. This variation occurred despite the 
uniform instruction that all supervisors had received. An attempt to achieve more uniformity 
might be realized by organizing additional training for the supervisors in the registration of 
an OSATS. However, in our opinion, the effect of such training is limited. No information can 
be added to the original instruction to mark the number on the rating scale corresponding to 
the resident’s performance on each domain, irrespective of the training level. Moreover, an 
assessment based on the opinion of an individual will never be free from subjectivity.  A study 
in which residents all perform at least ten of the same procedures consecutively would have 
allowed firmer conclusions about the learning for curve of that specific procedure. However, 
insight in daily practice is obtained by analysing the heterogeneous data of our study, and 
illustrates the study’s relevance. 
In conclusion, assessment with OSATS during residency has many advantages. OSATS-based 
learning curves have the potential to select residents in need of more guidance during their 
learning process. Consequently, cues are provided to tailor surgical skills training to individual 
needs. An OSATS does not need to concern the entire procedure; (small) steps of the procedure 
can be evaluated as well. Additionally, it provides a framework of structured instantaneous 
feedback on surgical skills in general (total OSATS score). Theoretically, the specific domains 
of technical skills (e.g. respect for tissue, knowledge and handling of instruments) also provide 
cues for identifying individual needs. However, the information that the domain-specific 
scores add is limited as revealed from the small variety of score within one OSATS. Ideally, the 
structural feedback on surgical performance using assessment with OSATS will enhance the 
efficiency of the spare learning moments in the OR.  From that point of view, we consider the 
general global rating scale of OSATS to be suitable for large scale implementation in the OR.
However, the inherent subjectivity of an assessment using an opinion based tool needs to 
be taken into account. Regarding the results of the questionnaire and the enormous variation 
in supervisor’s scores, an OSATS unfortunately is not as objective as it intended to be. This 
is an important limitation of the OSATS that, to our knowledge, has not been highlighted 
in other publications about this assessment tool. Furthermore, there are other ways to 
evaluate a subject’s surgical skills. Therefore, caution needs to be exercised in using OSATS 
for certification and qualification purposes, or in advising an individual resident to choose for 
a non-surgical specialization if the OSATS-based performance continues to be disappointing. 
Though, presently, it seems to be the best tool available. 

Ellen Hiemstra
Navid Hossein pour khaledian
J. Baptist M.Z. Trimbos
Frank Willem Jansen
Submitted
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introduction
The exposure to surgical procedures during residency training has decreased. Consequently, 
residents have to achieve the same competencies in fewer working hours than their 
counterparts some decades ago.[Haluck & krummel, 2000] The decrease in working hours is 
exaggerated by a trend to non-surgical therapies for certain traits.[Hammond & karthigasu, 
2006] With this development, the apprenticeship model relying on experiential training, large 
number of procedures performed and subjective, observational assessment of surgical skills no 
longer suffices. Instead, a different and highly efficient program is required to achieve surgical 
proficiency.
However, a large survey in 1998 in the United States revealed that evaluation of surgical 
skills is usually done by subjective faculty assessment at the end of a rotation, and, therefore, 
is based on recollection of events over time.[Mandel et al., 2000] Obviously, this method 
lacks reliability and validity. Therefore, there is a pressing need to evaluate surgical skills more 
objectively in a structured fashion.
In response, assessment tools have been developed to evaluate surgical skills.[Reznick et 
al., 1997] An example of such a tool is the OSATS (Objective Structured Assessment of Technical 
Skills). OSATS assesses discrete domains of surgical competence. It has proven to be reliable 
and construct-valid in bench models and in live animal models.[Martin et al., 1997] Goff et al. 
showed the reliability and validity of OSATS in animal models for residents in Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology.[Goff et al., 2000]
Training on bench models in skills laboratories enables repeated skills training without the 
risk of harming patients. However, practising on a bench model is not equivalent to performing 
surgery on a living patient in the operating room (OR). Obviously, a surgeon has to become 
proficient in the latter. As a consequence, scientific evidence of more objective intraoperative 
assessment tools is needed. In fact, the construct validity of intraoperative use of OSATS has 
been proven in two studies[Aggarwal et al., 2008; Hiemstra et al., 2011]. Additionally, residents 
and supervisors perceive intraoperative administration of OSATS to be a valuable and valid tool, 
as was revealed from a questionnaire in United kingdom.[Bodle et al., 2008]
However, prior to large-scale implementation of assessment with OSATS, more information 
is required.[Bodle et al., 2008] It has been stated that an objective assessment tool can be used 
for authorization,[Darzi et al., 1999] but cut-off values have not been defined.[van Hove et 
al., 2010] Additionally, it is unclear whether residents’ self-assessment is in accordance with 
their supervisor’s rating using the OSATS. This can be interpreted as a form of inter-rater 
reliability, and is important in the renewal of residency programs with an increasing focus on 
self-assessment. Finally, we are interested in the opinion of clinicians who will have to work with 
intraoperative administration of the OSATS after its implementation.
The aim of our prospectively designed study is threefold; first, to establish at which 
OSATS score a supervisor judges a resident able to perform the procedure autonomously; 
second, to evaluate the reliability between resident and supervising gynaecologist regarding 
intraoperative assessment of technical surgical skills, and finally, to question aspects of the 
satisfaction of residents and supervisors with the intraoperative administration of OSATS.
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MAteriAls And Methods
To answer the research questions, study-specific OSATS forms were distributed for application 
in clinical practice. Additionally, a survey was performed among users of the OSATS.
intraoperative administration of osAts
All obstetrics and gynaecology (Ob/Gyn) residents who were attending their specialist training 
at the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC) or at their affiliated teaching hospitals from 
July 2007 to June 2009, were asked to participate in the study. They were informed by means 
of mailing and by an individual briefing. Residents were asked to complete a study-specific 
double-sided assessment form after each procedure they had performed as the primary 
surgeon. One side had to be filled out by the resident, and the other side by the supervising 
consultant. Each side of the form contained a general global rating scale of the OSATS and the 
question whether the resident would have been able to perform the procedure autonomously, 
i.e. without supervision (Figure 1). On the global rating scale, which had been adapted from 
Martin et al.[Martin et al., 1997], six domains of technical surgical skills could be rated on a 1 to 
5 scale in which ratings 1, 3 and 5 had an explicit description. The ability to perform a certain 
procedure autonomously was rated on a 3-points scale (no, maybe or yes).
After the self-assessment on one side of the form, the supervisor had to complete the 
other side blind for the results of the self-assessment. Next, the results were discussed with 
OSATS – global rating scale of operative performance
Please circle the number corresponding to the candidate’s performance in each category, irrespective of training level.
Respect for 
Tissue:
1 
Frequently used unnecessary 
force on tissue or caused 
damage by inappropriate use 
of instruments
2 3 
Careful handling of tissue but 
occasionally caused 
inadvertent damage
4 5 
Consistently handled tissues 
appropriately with minimal 
damage
Time and 
Motion:
1 
Many unnecessary moves
2 3 
Efficient time/motion but 
some unnecessary moves
4 5 
Clear economy of movement 
and maximum efficiency
Knowledge and 
handling of 
instrument:
1 
Lack of Knowledge of 
Instruments
2 3 
Competent use of instruments 
but occasionally appeared stiff 
or awkward
4 5 
Obvious familiarity with 
instruments
Flow of 
operation:
1 
Frequently stopped procedure 
and seemed unsure of next 
move
2 3 
Demonstrated some forward 
planning with reasonable 
progression of procedure
4 5 
Obviously planned course of 
procedure with effortless 
flow from one movement to 
the next
Use of 
assistants:
1 
Consistently placed assistants 
poorly or failed to use 
assistants
2 3 
Appropriate use of assistants 
most of the time
4 5 
Strategically used assistants 
to the best advantage at all 
times
Knowledge of 
specific 
procedure:
1 
Deficient knowledge. Needed 
specific instructions at most 
steps  
2 3 
Knew all important steps of 
procedure 
4 5 
Demonstrated familiarity with 
all aspect of operation
Is the resident able to perform the 
procedure autonomously? No                  Maybe               Yes
Please circle the most appropriate answer
Figure 1. OSATS form used for the study.
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the resident in order to create a learning opportunity. The supervisor could be any consultant 
gynaecologist working as a staff member at one of the hospitals of the study. They had 
uniformly been instructed to fill out the OSATS form by rating the resident as objectively as 
possible, irrespective of his/her level of experience.
questionnaire
Additionally, a survey was held among the users of the OSATS in July 2009, regarding the user’s 
satisfaction with the intraoperative assessment tool. This questionnaire was sent to residents 
who were attending their Ob/Gyn residency training at that time and to the consultant 
gynaecologists who actively participated in teaching surgical skills in the ORs of these hospitals. 
A Likert scale was used to have the respondents express their agreement or disagreement with 
five statements on OSATS on a five-point scale. The five statements included that OSATS is a 
valid instrument, it is subjective (or objective), it should be used for assessment, it helps in 
acquiring surgical skills, and it leads to irrelevant paperwork. Finally, the participants were 
asked for their opinion on the ideal frequency of administration of an OSATS. 
statistics
The results were collected in the statistical SPSS program (SPSS, version 16, SPSS inc., Chicago, 
IL). The corresponding median OSATS scores were calculated for a positive, uncertain and 
negative response to the question of whether a resident was able to perform the procedure 
autonomously. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for single measurements was used to 
determine the inter-observer reliability. Although arbitrary, a frequently used nomenclature for 
the ICC is that a score ranging from 0.41 to 0.60 indicates moderate agreement, a score ranging 
from 0.61 to 0.80 substantial agreement, and a score above 0.81 indicates perfect agreement.
[Landis et al., 1977] However, the use of ICC can be deceptive, as the outcome is also dependant 
of the number of items scored. However, we have chosen this measure to enable a comparison 
with results of other studies about the reliability of the OSATS.
results
The participants were 19 residents, equally distributed among all six postgraduate years. Six 
were male, thirteen were female. In total, 127 study forms were collected and the data analysed. 
The procedures assessed related to abdominal, vaginal, laparoscopic and hysteroscopic 
surgery. For an individual resident, the median number of procedures assessed was 14 (range 
1-28). A total of 27 gynaecologists assessed these procedures.
The OSATS score had been completed by the gynaecologist in all the forms returned (100%). 
In 122 cases (96%), the question about the ability to perform the procedure autonomously was 
also completed. The OSATS score on the resident’s site was filled out in 123 cases (97%), and the 
ability question was filled out in only 92 cases (75%).
The box plots of the OSATS scores corresponding with the ability to operate autonomously are 
presented in figure 2. The median OSATS score that corresponded with the supervisor’s opinion 
that the resident was able to perform the procedure autonomously was 28 (range 20-30). This 
corresponds with 92% of the maximum score, taking the possible range from 6 to 30 into account. 
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Figure 2. OSATS score against the 
ability to perform autonomously.
Box plots of the OSATS scores as rated by supervisors against their answer on the question 
whether to resident is able to perform the procedure autonomously. The lower and upper 
lining of the boxes represent the 25th and 75th percentile, the black line is the box is the median. 
The number of procedures rated with no, yes and maybe were 58, 36 and 28 resp.
The ICC of the total OSATS score of residents and supervisors was 0.78 (95% CI 0.70-0.84), 
indicating substantial agreement. Additional analysis was carried out on the cases in which 
residents overrated versus underrated their performance (defined as a resident’s OSATS score 
of ≥ 3 versus ≤ 3 points compared to the supervisor’s rating). According to this definition, 
overrating was present in 15% (n=18), agreement in 53% (n=66), and underrating in 32% (n=39) 
of the procedures (Figure 3). In seven of 18 cases (38%) in which the resident overrated his/her 
performance, the resident was in the last two years of residency training (PGy5 or PGy6). Next, 
supervisors and residents agreed in 64 out of 91 (70%) cases regarding the question of whether 
Figure 3. Supervisor’s OSATS 
score plotted against Resi-
dent’s OSATS score. Scatter 
plot. The area between the 
dotted lines represents 
agreement (a difference of 
2 or less points). Under- and 
overrating of the resident is 
defined as a self-perceived 
OSATS score of at least 3 
points lower resp. higher 
than the supervisor’s score.
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a resident was able to perform the procedure autonomously. No absolute disagreement 
occurred (Table 1). 
table 1. Agreement resident and supervisor.
Agreement Supervisor and Resident regarding ability to perform procedure autonomously 
Count
Ability according to resident
No Maybe yes Total
Ability according to supervisor No 38 12 0 50
Maybe 5 9 5 19
yes 0 5 17 22
Total 43 26 22 91
table 2. Results survey.
OSATS …
Median 
score
residents
Median 
score 
supervisors
is a valid instrument (1= strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) 3 3
is (subjective/objective) (1=subjective; 5=objective) 2-3 3
should be used for assessment (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) 4 4
helps acquiring surgical skills (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) 3-4 3-4
leads to irrelevant paperwork (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree) 2-3 2
discussion 
At 92% of the maximum OSATS score (28/30 points), a supervisor found a resident Ob/Gyn 
is able to perform a procedure autonomously, irrespective the kind of procedure. This is a 
rather high score, especially in comparison with a randomized clinical trial (RCT) that described 
a cut-off point for a certain level of proficiency.[Bijen et al., 2009] The authors used 75% of 
the maximum OSATS score (28/35 points) to select surgeons as proficient to perform a total 
laparoscopic hysterectomy in the case of endometrial cancer. The high score measured in this 
study might be due to the supervisor’s striving for perfection and his/her hesitancy to authorize 
The response rates to the questionnaire were 96% and 100% respectively: 23 residents and 
15 supervisors returned the questionnaire. One resident did not respond due to inexperience 
with the OSATS because of having just started the residency training. The results are presented 
in table 2. Regarding the ideal frequency of administration of an OSATS, the majority of the 
residents (17 out of 23) answered that this was after each procedure they had performed as the 
primary surgeon.
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the resident to perform the surgery autonomously. Furthermore, it may also be the result of the 
desire to add something to a resident’s learning process, and not wanting to be redundant as 
a teacher. Also, an assessing supervisor in our study may have interpreted the maximum score 
as the level required at the end of residency, while an assessor during the clinical trial[Bijen et 
al., 2009] may have taken the maximum score as absolute perfection. Assessing an individual 
with a certain frame of reference in mind diminishes the objectivity the assessment instrument. 
Substantial agreement is present between residents’ and supervisors’ OSATS score. This 
is in accordance with the inter-observer reliability that is found in laboratory settings,[Martin 
et al., 1997] and endorses the quality of OSATS as intraoperative assessment tool. Residents, 
however, cannot be regarded as equivalent to observers since they performed a self-
assessment. Regarding self-assessment, the study of Mandel et al. found good reliability 
comparing the rating of trained faculty observers with residents’ self-assessment of surgical 
skills on bench models using the OSATS.[Mandel et al., 2005] However, a recent review raises 
questions about the abilities of health professionals to generate accurate judgments of their 
own performance.[Eva et al., 2005] Even in concrete areas such as technical knowledge and 
ability, the self-assessment was found to be inaccurate.[Ginsburg et al., 2000; Gordon, 1992; 
Hodges et al., 2001] An issue of greater concern is that those who perform worst on external 
assessment may also overrate their performance on self-assessment.[Davis et al., 2006; Hodges 
et al., 2001; kruger et al., 2006; Lynn et al., 2006] Fortunately, we showed that only a minority 
(15%) overrated themselves. Nonetheless, overconfidence is dangerous, especially when 
combined with suboptimal performance at the end of residency training.  Notwithstanding, 
self-assessment has assumed increasing importance, though external assessment will always 
play an essential role during the process of acquiring certain skills.[Mandel et al., 2005]
Official assessments generate paperwork. However, neither residents nor supervisors 
agreed with the statement that OSATS leads to irrelevant paperwork. Instead, they agreed 
that it should be used for assessment and evaluation, and that it helps to improve residents’ 
surgical skills. Furthermore, residents state that they want to be assessed after every surgical 
procedure they performed as primary surgeon. In daily practice, however, they only request 
this during a minority of the procedures performed. Probably, their answers express socially 
desirable behaviour, or there may be barriers present that discourage residents from asking 
for an assessment with an OSATS. A possible explanation is that practical impediments (e.g. 
insufficient time) hamper the frequency of administration of the OSATS. On the other hand, it is 
questionable whether all procedures need to be assessed. In our opinion, regular assessments 
distributed over time are sufficiently able to show a resident’s skills level as well as the expected 
progression in skills and in the performance of the surgery. Worthwhile situation-specific 
feedback and advice need to be given during every surgical procedure. Strikingly, none of the 
participants judged the OSATS to be a very objective assessment tool. This is in contradiction 
with the objectivity the OSATS stand for. Obviously, no judgment from one person about 
another will be free from subjectivity. Though, in our opinion, this finding suggests that 
someone’s surgical performance cannot automatically be derived from an OSATS score.
This study addresses a very difficult area of surgical skills evaluation, and was conducted 
under regular conditions mirroring daily practice in a residency program. Following such a 
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design, real-life influences were allowed to colour the study results. Individual variation will 
have been present among residents, supervisors and procedures. It is unlikely that all residents 
had the same level of motivation to participate in the study. This was illustrated by the large 
range of number of OSATS each resident had collected. Additionally, variation will have been 
present in the extent to which supervisors allowed residents to independently perform a 
surgical procedure and in their method of assessment. Also, the procedures assessed will have 
varied widely with respect to difficulty and the risk of complication. However, the OSATS will 
be implemented in the actual clinical situation and not under predefined study conditions. This 
expresses the strength and the value of this study.
Training in all specialties is evolving and moving towards more competency-based outcome 
measurements rather than solely based on the length of training. This is a positive development. 
However, we should avoid an indiscriminate implementation of instruments such as the 
OSATS, especially, with respect to drawing consequences to certain scores like authorization. 
Authorization is a more complex, multifactor process. During this process, the importance of 
an OSATS is limited. Other competencies also have to be taken into account, such as knowing 
when to operate and when not, recognizing someone’s own abilities and inabilities, asking 
for help when needed, and being open to suggestions from colleagues. Therefore, all these 
competencies should be evaluated prior to authorization. Finally, acquiring surgical proficiency 
is an ever-continuing process that does not end with the completion of residency training.
Ellen Hiemstra
Wendela kolkman
Saskia le Cessie
Frank Willem Jansen 
Adapted from Gyn Obstet Invest. 2011; 71: 268-73
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introduction
The psychomotor skilfulness of a surgeon reveals to be one of the most important factors 
influencing the outcome of a surgical procedure, combined with his or her cognition and 
personality.[Najmaldin, 2007] Nevertheless, operating room (OR) experience is harder to gain 
for residents these days. This is mainly due to reduced working hours, financial and ethical 
constraints.[Hammond & karthigasu, 2006] Consequently, in order to ensure safe and high 
quality treatment, the skills training needs to be optimized by means of structured programs 
and by the implementation of appropriate feedback and assessment during residency to 
objectively evaluate surgical skills.[Aggarwal et al., 2004]
Recently, an assessment tool has been implemented to objectify surgical skills: the Objective 
Structured Assessment of Surgical Skills (OSATS). This tool was originally designed to measure 
technical surgical performance in skills laboratories, and its validity, reliability and feasibility 
have been established in these settings.[Martin et al., 1997] Additionally, Aggarwal et al. have 
validated the general global rating scale of the OSATS for real laparoscopic surgery.[Aggarwal 
et al., 2008] For their validation they used video material recorded by the laparoscopic stalk 
during laparoscopic cholecystectomies. Furthermore, the OSATS have been validated for use 
during actual observation during surgery by our study group.[Hiemstra et al., 2011]
The advent of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has even further increased the interest in 
skills training and assessment, because it is considered to be a more demanding technique 
for surgeons than the conventional (open abdominal and /or vaginal) surgery.[Feldman et al., 
2004b] Arguments for the complexity of the MIS technique are the long surgical instruments 
that are required with reduced haptic feedback and fewer degrees of freedom, the altered 
depth perception resulting from 2D imaging and the necessity to adapt to the fulcrum effect.
[Gallagher et al., 1998; Perkins et al., 2002] Therefore, it has often been concluded that MIS 
requires a longer learning curve than conventional surgery.[Moore et al., 1995; Perkins et al., 
2002; Purkayastha et al., 2004] However, this assumption is based on arguments rather than 
objective measurements.
Although insight in the process of acquiring surgical skills is highly important, data 
on objective measurements on the surgical learning process during residency are scarce. 
Therefore, this study was conducted to gain a better insight in the residents’ learning process of 
technical operative skills. Specifically, we tried to find support for the assumption that residents 
experience more difficulty to acquire MIS procedures than conventional surgical procedures by 
means of OSATS-based learning curves.
MAteriAls And Methods
An observational cohort study was conducted at our university teaching hospital, the Leiden 
University Medical Centre (LUMC). In general, residents in Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Ob/
Gyn) spend three years of their six-years’ residency program in a university teaching hospital 
to be trained in a variety of subspecialties, like reproductive health care, perinatology and 
oncology. A three months clinical rotation is spent on gynaecological surgery, generally 
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attended during the fourth postgraduate year (PGy 4). They had gained some prior surgical 
experience during the first year of training which is spent in the general Ob/Gyn practice in 
a non-university teaching hospital. This experience was limited to urgent surgery on call, and 
almost no elective surgery. The second and third year they are mainly trained in obstetrical 
skills in a university teaching hospital. During the clinical rotation ‘gynaecological surgery’ 
during the fourth year of residency, they are scheduled to perform surgery in the OR for four 
or five days a week. For the numbers and specific type of procedures, they depend on the 
normal throughput of patients scheduled on the operation program. Parallel to their increase 
in experience, they gradually perform each procedure more autonomously, depending on their 
level of performance and patient characteristics. As their increase in responsibility was merely 
based on the supervisor’s general opinion, rather than on more objectively defined measures, 
this can be taken as training according to the conventional apprenticeship model. 
The general global rating scale of the Objective Structured Assessment of Technical 
Skills (OSATS) was included in the intraoperative assessment of surgical performance. The 
assessment form was adapted from Martin et al.[Martin et al., 1997] Six domains of surgical 
technical competence are scored on a 1 to 5 Likert scale, with explicit descriptions at point 1,3 
and 5. Originally, the OSATS had been designed to rate surgical skills in skills laboratories. In the 
Netherlands, this evaluation method has largely been implemented for assessment purposes 
in the OR.
During a 27-months investigation period, each resident that consecutively started the clinical 
rotation in gynaecological surgery was asked to participate in the study. They were instructed to 
ask the consultant, who was scheduled as supervisor in the operation room, for an assessment 
with an OSATS after every procedure that they performed as a primary surgeon during this 
period. Procedures during which a resident independently performed some important steps 
were included for assessment as well. Supervisors were instructed to fill out the OSATS form by 
rating the performance on each domain, irrespective of the resident’s training level.
Data were analysed using SPSS for Windows (SPSS version 16.0 SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The 
total score of each OSATS was calculated by adding up the score of the six domains (at minimum 
6 and maximally 30 points). Learning curves were drawn by plotting resident’s OSATS scores 
against his/her procedure-specific experience, in which the experience was quantified by the 
surgical caseload (one number was added to the caseload for each consecutive procedure 
that had been rated with an OSATS). The curve for the mean OSATS score per caseload was 
plotted to approximate the general learning curves for MIS and conventional surgery. To study 
the relation between OSATS score and caseload for the different surgical techniques, linear 
mixed models (LMM) were used. These models were fitted as a random coefficients model - a 
random slope and a random intercept - for resident and a fixed effect for the type of procedure. 
P-values <.05 were considered statistically significant. Ninety-five per cent confidence intervals 
(95%CI) were calculated. 
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results
All nine residents who attended their three months clinical rotation in gynaecological surgery 
during the investigated period agreed to participate in the study. Although no exact data of 
all participants was available, their prior experience was limited to about ten autonomously 
performed caesarean section, and some diagnostic laparoscopies or the removal of an 
ectopic pregnancy. In general, they had not performed elective surgery yet, and therefore no 
experience with vaginal or hysteroscopic procedures. Obviously, inter-individual variations 
would have been present.  
A total of 319 surgical procedures were assessed; 129 OSATS for MIS and 190 OSATS for 
conventional surgery, 40 and 60% respectively (Table 1). Regarding MIS, 98 laparoscopic and 
31 hysteroscopic procedures were assessed. The majority of the laparoscopic procedures 
included removal of an adnex, cystectomy, diagnostic laparoscopy and tubal sterilization. 
The hysteroscopic procedures were diagnostic and therapeutic, in which the latter mainly 
concerned resections of polyps and myomas type 0. The conventional procedures were either 
performed using an abdominal (n=125), or a vaginal approach (n=65). Conventional procedures 
were, next to caesarean sections, mainly abdominal and vaginal hysterectomies. An individual 
resident obtained a median of 40 assessed procedures (range 12-60), of which 13 procedures 
were minimally invasive (range 2-26). 
table 1. Characteristics of learning curves MIS and conventional surgery.
Category of procedures 
Number of assessed 
procedures 
Learning curve characteristic
Intercept (95%CI) Slope (95%CI)
MIS procedures
Laparoscopic procedures
Hysteroscopic procedures
129
 98 
 31 
17.2 (15.3-19.2)
18.9 (16.7-21.2)
12.9 (9.5-16.3)
1.77 (1.19-2.35)
1.40 (0.16-2.63)
2.69 (1.45-3.94)
Conventional open procedures
Abdominal  approach
Vaginal approach
190
125
 65
21.5 (19.6-23.3)
21.5 (19.0-24.0)
21.7 (19.1-24.3)
0.75 (0.15-1.35)
0.69 (0.18-1.20)
0.47 (-0.05-1.00)
The supervising consultants were 21 gynaecologists. Some of them were obstetricians who 
only supervised obstetric procedures like caesarean sections, while others were experts in 
minimally invasive surgery who also supervised conventional surgical procedures.
The total OSATS scores were plotted against a resident’s procedure-specific experience for 
the first ten procedures. Additionally, the average MIS OSATS score and conventional OSATS 
score were calculated for each caseload (1 to10). The resulting two curves can be interpreted as 
an approximation of the general learning curves for both surgical techniques (Figure 1). 
The average OSATS score plotted against procedure-specific experience. MIS = Minimally 
invasive surgery (laparoscopy/hysteroscopy); conventional surgery = open abdominal/vaginal 
procedures.
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LMM analysis revealed that the slopes of the learning curves, i.e. the average increase in 
OSATS score for each consecutively assessed procedure, differed significantly for MIS versus 
conventional surgery, 1.77 versus 0.75 points per procedure (95%CI: 1.19-2.35 versus 0.15-1.35, 
p<.01). Table 1 shows the slopes as well as the intercepts resulting from the LMM analyses.
discussion 
Residents in Ob/Gyn progress at least as fast along the learning curve for MIS as along the 
curve for conventional procedures during an intensive three-months clinical rotation in 
gynaecological surgery. This finding is in contrast with the often heard, but never scientifically 
supported, concern that surgeons have to proceed along a longer learning curve to acquire 
these MIS skills.
Concerns about how to acquire these complex skills should be considered in the context of 
the explosive growth of the MIS technique. In a relatively short time this approach has evolved 
to be the ‘gold standard’ for many disorders, like ectopic pregnancies and benign ovarian 
tumours.[Clasen et al., 1997; Medeiros et al., 2008] However, after the initial reports of success of 
MIS, doubts surfaced regarding its safety.[Aggarwal et al., 2004] A factor possibly contributing 
to these doubts is that the surgeons, although experienced in conventional surgery, often 
had to acquire the MIS skills in an autodidactic way. At these times, neither structured training 
programs, nor simulators were available to train their skills. Under those circumstances, it was 
probably hard to transfer the skills which they had just acquired themselves to the residents in 
training. This factor certainly has contributed to the slow implementation of MIS techniques, as 
observed in the Netherlands.[kolkman et al., 2006]
Figure 1. Learning curves for MIS and 
conventional surgery.
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For this study, we choose to classify both laparoscopy and hysteroscopy as MIS. Even 
though these surgical techniques are different, they require common psychomotor skills, like 
manipulation of long surgical instruments while looking to a video screen and interpretation of 
a three-dimensional operation field from a two-dimensional display.
For interpreting the faster advancing of residents along the MIS learning curve than along 
the curve for conventional procedures four factors need to be taken into account: the resident 
seniority, a structured curriculum, their audio-visual dexterity, and the mentor proficiency. In 
the first place, they all were PGy 4 residents, and already had gained some operative experience 
in their preceding three years of residency. On call, residents were equally exposed to 
conventional open surgery, e.g. caesarean sections, as to MIS, like a diagnostic laparoscopy or 
laparoscopy for an ectopic pregnancy. This implies that conventional surgery is as ‘conventional’ 
to them as MIS. Secondly, they all had been exposed to simulator training focusing on MIS, 
because they all had attended the uniform, mandatory Dutch basic skills course during the first 
two years of residency.[Hiemstra E et al., 2008] During that course, they attended theoretical 
sessions and received hands-on training on validated endoscopic trainers. Technical skills 
acquired on validated simulation devices have proven to be transferable to the OR setting.
[Anastakis et al., 1999; Hyltander et al., 2002] In the third place, this younger generation of 
residents has, at average, experienced an earlier introduction to computers and other audio-
visual devices. This will thin the technical interface between surgeons and screen-mediated 
medical applications, like hysteroscopy and laparoscopy.[Rosser, Jr. et al., 2007] This may have 
led to an easier acquisition of MIS skills for current generation of residents. Finally, the teachers 
of the MIS procedures will have played an important role. Currently, they may be better able 
to transfer their skills to the next generation compared to a decade ago when they were still 
progressing along their own learning curve.
 The diversity of the study population is inherently to the clinical research that was performed. 
The nine participants considerably varied with respect to the number of conventional and 
laparoscopic procedures they had performed prior to inclusion in the study. Furthermore, their 
manual dexterity, their eagerness to acquire surgical skills varied and to collect OSATS forms 
was not consistent. This can be taken as a limitation of the study. However, as in daily practice 
all these  influences were allowed to colour the results, this study generates unique and actual 
information about clinical practice when compared to data collected in laboratory settings.
However, it has to be considered that the residents’ palette of MIS surgery mainly consisted 
of adnexectomies and cystectomies, while the majority of the conventional procedures were 
caesarean sections and hysterectomies, performed either abdominally or vaginally. Obviously, 
the two categories of procedures are not equivalent. Intuitively, these MIS procedures are less 
complex than the conventional procedures. To our knowledge, no system is available to compare 
the complexity of all these procedures. However, the European Society of Gynaecological 
Endoscopy (ESGE) classified laparoscopic procedures, and a cystectomy and an adnexectomy 
are less complex procedures than the laparoscopic hysterectomy (respectively level 2 and 
3).[ESGE 2009] Nevertheless, it is promising to observe that the basic MIS procedures are not 
difficult to learn within a three-months clinical rotation. Hopefully, this will result in a speedier 
implementation of the MIS technique by the next generation of gynaecologists. 
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Assessment of surgical skills is a very important and contemporary concern for all teachers 
in surgical professions.[Chen et al., 2010; Sweet et al., 2010] Although OSATS have been 
designed to assess skills objectively, an assessment by an individual person is by definition not 
free of subjectivity. Therefore, the objectivity of OSATS to measure learning curves may be 
criticized. Though, in absence of a gold standard to assess OR performance, it may be the best 
tool currently available. At least, it has proven to be superior to a task specific checklist and a 
pass/fail judgement,[Martin et al., 1997] and it surely is less subjective than a general assessment 
at the end of a rotation on a recall basis. Furthermore, other measures to monitor the learning 
process like the duration of the procedure and the complication rate do not seem that useful 
during residency because these largely depend on the supervisor. In fact, it is questionable 
whether these measures reflect a surgeon’s skilfulness at all, being influenced by the selection 
of the patients. 
The OSATS-based learning curves of PGy 4 residents during three-months clinical rotations 
form an important first step to gain insight in residents’ learning process in the OR setting. 
The results indicate that basic MIS procedures are not harder to acquire during residency than 
conventional surgical procedures. Moreover, as the current residency program rather well 
facilitates the acquiring of basic MIS procedures, residents are provided with a solid foundation 
to progress to the more advanced MIS procedures after residency.

Frank Willem Jansen
Ellen Hiemstra
Adapted from BJOG 2011, accepted
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Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) presents new technical challenges for the surgeon. In fact, 
the visualisation of the operative field is completely different and the surgical instruments 
have to be handled remotely. The need to benefit maximally from the learning moments in 
the OR whilst optimizing patient safety and the particular skills required for MIS have led to the 
development of simulators. Despite the compelling arguments to support the widespread use 
of these simulators as a core and mandatory part of MIS training, the implementation has been 
lagging behind.
In this thesis, a scientific basis is set for the organisation of MIS skills training. Hopefully, 
this will help to guide the demands of occupational groups of medical specialists and 
government for a more uniform and better implemented training regimen. Nowadays, this is 
important with the increasing pressure to assess the quality of health care. The ultimate goal 
is to enhance patient safety. When setting up a skills training program, the curriculum needs 
to be carefully considered in terms of specific and measurable learning outcomes. Validated 
training and assessment tools should be employed where available. Not only can simulation 
develop, consolidate and evaluate surgical skills, but it could also be used to identify a trainee’s 
deficiencies and qualities. The latter will allow for the development of personalized training 
regiments. Finally, skills learned outside of the OR need to be integrated into the live situation. 
Findings and considerations related to the optimal organisation of skills training and assessment 
are discussed below. 
curriculum development
In the absence of a structured curriculum, a well-equipped skills laboratory does not guarantee 
success. Up until now, standards or guidelines of how the MIS skills training should be organized 
are lacking. Therefore, we developed an international and consensus based set of quality criteria 
for a skills laboratory. According to worldwide experts in MIS, the most important factor to 
motivate surgical trainees is mandatory training supervised by laparoscopic experts. (chapter 
7) Training facilities remain unutilized if practice of MIS skills is considered voluntary.[Chang et 
al., 2007] It is not only essential that the training is mandatory, the performance of laparoscopic 
surgery in the OR should only be sanctioned once trainees have achieved a predefined skill 
level.[Stefanidis & Heniford, 2009a] 
The most important criteria regarding curriculum development are the presence of a 
structured skills curriculum, dedicated time for skills training and a yearly evaluation of the 
progress and maintenance of laparoscopic skills of the resident. (chapter 7) In addition, the 
retention of acquired skills needs to be monitored. This is important, because obtaining a 
diploma for basic laparoscopic skills once, does not guarantee that the skills remain over time. 
Trainees Obstetrics and Gynaecology often encounter periods of non-exposure to the OR, given 
the rotation of residents around the variety of disciplines and hospitals. We showed that tissue 
handling skills diminish slightly in absence of training or patient exposure of one year, because 
a deterioration of time and precision was observed to perform a task that mainly required those 
skills. (chapter 6) Therefore, an annual evaluation seems appropriate. In accordance with that, 
a recent study confirmed that laparoscopic skills deteriorate between 6 and 18 months without 
training.[Maagaard et al., 2011] This additionally supports a re-examination after one year.
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Appraising the organisation of MIS skills training in the Netherlands, it can be determined 
that the demands of the Dutch Health Inspectorate for uniformity in training and a predefined 
skills level are met by the mandatory nationwide basic surgical skills course. (chapter 2) 
However, the additional implementation of skills training in the curriculum is left to the 
individual clusters of teaching hospitals. Regarding the latter, the ranked list of quality criteria 
for MIS skills laboratories (chapter 7) can be used to verify the quality of an existing laboratory. 
From there, the focus for new developments can be chosen to upgrade the quality of the lab at 
specific levels. In general, the adage “See one, do one, teach one” needs to be changed to “See 
one, do multiple in a skills lab, do one for real” [Bashankaev et al., 2011]
type of trainer model
Animal models most closely approximate operating on a live patient in terms of being the 
only models that can effectively simulate a bleeding and complications. However, they are 
expensive and are associated with infectious, moral and ethical concerns. [Hammoud et al., 
2008] Furthermore, the anatomy of a human female genital tract is not equivalent to a pig’s 
model. Regarding inanimate models, the two available trainer models are box and VR trainers. 
Although evidence is convincing that both models improve psychomotor surgical skills, 
they have different characteristics. For one, box trainers are much cheaper than VR trainers. 
During box training, surgeons can familiarize themselves with real laparoscopic instruments 
and natural haptic feedback (in terms of the feel of the instruments on the tissue surfaces 
and the pressure of opening and closing the instruments) is preserved. Haptic feedback is 
especially important during the early phase of psychomotor skill acquisition.[van der Meijden 
et al., 2009] The absence of haptic feedback during VR training is a disadvantage when trying 
to replicate traditional MIS, but it may be a truer representation of robotically assisted MIS in 
which haptic feedback of the tissue is lacking.[Hammoud et al., 2008] In VR trainers, entire 
procedures can be trained. A recent study showed that training laparoscopic salpingectomy 
in VR leads to an improvement of skills level during the real procedure.[Larsen et al., 2009] 
The authors suggested that procedure specific training improves cognitive skills in addition to 
psychomotor skills. Moreover, most VR trainers give instant feedback on performance allowing 
solitary training and personal assessment. During box training, this is only possible if the box 
is equipped with a tracking device that generates instant feedback. However, verbal expert 
feedback turned out to be superior to computer generated feedback in terms of economy 
of movement, especially with respect to retention of skills. [Porte et al., 2007] In addition to 
provision of individualized feedback, expert feedback allows for the opportunity to exchange 
tips and tricks for daily clinical practice. Finally, portable box trainers with fixed video cameras 
can also provide the opportunity for practice ‘at home’. In summary, the superiority of one of 
both simulators has been disputed in multiple studies, often with poorly comparable training 
setups with varying outcomes. We found that box training models are superior to traditional VR 
systems for an exercise in which tissue handling is important. However, additional kinematic 
interaction between instruments and objects can be a promising surrogate for haptic feedback 
in VR systems. (chapter 3)
Based on their different characteristics and varying advantages, we conclude that it is ideal 
to use box and VR trainer in tandem. Future evidence should be sought to ascertain how they 
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should ideally be combined within training programs. However, it has to be considered that 
the box trainer is the authority based standard, derived from the higher priority that worldwide 
experts in MIS training gave a to the presence of a box trainer than to the presence of a VR 
trainer. (chapter 7) 
exercises
It is of the utmost importance that the construct validity of the exercises used, is confirmed. 
Preferably, an expert standard has been established to allow goal oriented training, and thereby 
fuelling the motivation of participants.[Stefanidis & Heniford, 2009a] When making a choice of 
the available validated exercises, the learning objective of different exercises needs to be taken 
into consideration. Some tasks focus, for example, predominantly on hand-eye coordination, 
while tissue handling is more important in others. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of different 
exercises has not been compared yet, in spite of some reports of participants’ preferences. 
Also, the transferability of exercises to the real laparoscopic situation is relevant for selecting 
exercises. Cutting, suturing and knot tying are directly transferable to a real laparoscopic 
procedure. For that reason we showed the validity of the clinically relevant knot tying task. 
(chapter 5) In addition, future research should be undertaken to categorize the various training 
exercises and examine their effectiveness.
Metrics
A simple and feasible measure of assessment is the time needed to complete a task. Although 
in general time is able to discriminate between surgeons of  different skill levels, a measure of 
precision should be added from a clinical point of view. Additionally, it was revealed that it takes 
longer to achieve precision than speed. [Smith et al., 2002] Therefore, kolkman et al developed 
a composite score rewarding speed and precision for the five validated exercises used in this 
thesis.[kolkman et al., 2008] Despite the superiority of time as a measure of assessment, 
trainees benefit from feedback on performance in the form of motion analysis parameters. 
[Stefanidis et al., 2009b] Also, motion analysis parameters discriminate between surgeons 
of various skill levels during real laparoscopic procedures.[Smith et al., 2002] We proved the 
construct validity has for time, path length, motion in depth, and motion smoothness of the 
laparoscopic suturing task using a box trainer. The addition of economy of movement as a 
measure of assessment to time to complete the task has the potential to refine acquisition of 
skills.(chapter 5) 
Time taken to complete the task, precision and economy of movement parameters may 
suffice for many exercises. However, these outcome measures are less appropriate in the case of 
a task during which tissue handling is predominantly required. Force imparted by the operator 
on the tissue is likely to be of greater importance and attempts have been made to measure 
forces used during the performance of certain exercises.[Horeman et al., 2010] Research needs 
to be done on how force application should be integrated into laparoscopic skills training.
selecting trainees
Ex vivo training and assessment has the potential to contribute to the selection of appropriate 
candidates for surgical residency positions. Stefanidis et al. were able to predict the rapidity of 
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skills acquisition based on simple psychomotor tests.[Stefanidis et al., 2006a]  A recent study 
also found a correlation between innate psychomotor and visuospatial abilities and skill level 
at the end of a training session.[Van Herzeele et al., 2010] Certainly, identification of residents’ 
particular strengths and weaknesses may allow for a more tailored, individualized approach 
to training, but whether tests of baseline and rudimentary performance on laparoscopic 
simulators can find a valid role in candidate selection remains a subject for debate. No doubt, 
skilfulness is a prerequisite for a surgeon. However, there is no guarantee that the medical 
student with the best results in a psychomotor test, like a finger taps test, will also become 
the best surgeon during residency. In fact, master surgeons recognize cognitive factors and 
personality (decision making ability, insight, team spirit, and emotional stability) as being of 
equal importance for selection [Cuschieri et al., 2001] Currently, differentiating between better 
and less skilled trainees seems more important for tailoring training to individual needs, rather 
than for selection purposes. 
Assessment in the or
 The organization of skills training outside of the OR, including its implementation into the 
residency curriculum, is an essential first step to warrant patient safety during MIS. After basic 
surgical skills have been acquired outside of the OR, residents should be trained, assessed and 
reassessed in the OR in order to achieve transparent skilfulness. This parallels the development 
that all medical specialties move towards more competency-based outcome measures rather 
than being solely based on the length of training or the number of procedures performed. In 
an attempt to overcome the subjectivity on which surgical skills assessment was traditionally 
based, the general global rating scale of the OSATS has been developed for testing in 
laboratory settings. Two findings indicate the construct validity of using the general global 
rating scale of the OSATS for intraoperative assessment. Firstly, surgeons who had performed 
more than 100 laparoscopic cholecystectomies were rated with a higher score than surgeons 
who had performed less than 10, based on video assessment.[Aggarwal et al., 2008] Secondly, 
the OSATS score, obtained by direct intraoperative observations, raises with increasing 
experience of individual residents (chapter 8). Furthermore, the reliability of assessment with 
OSATS has been proven in laboratory settings.[Martin et al., 1997] In accordance, we confirmed 
substantial agreement between resident and supervisor if an OSATS is used for intraoperative 
assessment (chapter 9). The ideal proof would be to schedule two independent supervisors 
during a series of procedures. However, this is a very costly method conflicting with the strive 
for efficient health care. Therefore, the present evidence for reliability is the best available. 
The large scale implementation of OSATS for intraoperative assessment is permitted with 
respect to its validity and reliability, although it already took place prior to manifestation of 
the results mentioned above.
Additionally, practical decisions have to be made about the intraoperative use of OSATS. The 
timing and frequency of assessment remains controversial [Pandey et al., 2006] The majority of 
questioned residents state they prefer every procedure to be assessed. (chapter 9) Although 
it is well established that feedback  is indispensible during learning,[Mahmood et al., 2004] it 
remains questionable if residents who are assessed with OSATS will become better surgeons 
than those who are not. Furthermore, it is questionable whether consequences should be 
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drawn from a residents OSATS score and what these consequences should be. We have made 
a first step to benchmark the OSATS, by establishment of the score at which a resident can 
perform a procedure autonomously (chapter 9). However, a thoughtless implementation of 
such assessment tools for authorization should be avoided. In the first place, authorization is 
a more complex and multifactor process which depends on more aspects than technical skills 
only, e.g. knowledge, decision making (before, during and after the operation), communication 
skills, and leadership skills.[Moorthy et al., 2003] In the second place, the objectivity of the 
OSATS is limited, as appeared from a survey among users (chapter 9) and the large range of 
median OSATS scores given by the supervisors (chapter 8).
An advantage of the fact that OSATS has proven to be valuable is that it fuels other 
clinical research regarding technical skills performed during actual surgery. For example, we 
can be reassured with the finding that basic MIS procedures do not seem harder to perform 
during residency than conventional surgical procedures.(chapter 10) This may have resulted 
from the incorporation of structured MIS training programs in residency. It is likely that the 
current generation of residents familiarizes quicker with new technologies due to an earlier 
introduction to computers and other audiovisual devices. This is illustrated by the findings of 
Rosser et al. that gaming surgeons operate quicker and with less errors.[Rosser, Jr. et al., 2007]
This thesis has focused on training and assessment of psychomotor technical surgical skills. 
Obviously, in an era of rapid technological innovations, a surgeon should also be well informed 
about instrumentation and OR set up (e.g. integrated operating rooms). However, the time 
has passed when medical education could be planned with a focus solely on the latest aspects 
of medical diagnosis and (surgical) treatment. The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons 
of Canada (RCPSC) has developed the CanMEDs competency framework for the education 
of medical professionals. Seven roles have been defined that a physician should fulfil to meet 
the health care needs of the patients, communities and societies they serve. These roles are 
medical expert (central role), communicator, collaborator, manager, health advocate, scholar 
and professional.[Frank et al., 2007] As a result, residency programs are now restructured with 
more competency based training and outcome measures. Residents that excel in one area of 
competence but lack in other competencies may need to shift their priorities in their training 
curriculum. [Schijven et al., 2011] Examinations are indispensible in that process and may 
function to tailor the curriculum further to each individual.
Finally, acquiring surgical proficiency is an ever continuing process that does not end with 
completing residency training. The requirements in training and assessments for residents will 
also have implications for use in revalidating more experienced surgeons. In parallel, surgeons 
should also be prevented from implementing new technologies (e.g. laparoscopic endoscopic 
single site surgery and robotically assisted surgery) without proper training and transparent 
proficiency. Unfortunately, consensus regarding the latter still has to be achieved. 
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conclusions And recoMMendAtions
From literature search and based on the results of this thesis the following is recommended:
training facilities outside of the or
 » Acquiring the manual dexterity for successful MIS has a marked learning curve and should 
be done before starting to operate on an actual patient.
 » For training basic laparoscopic skills a physical box trainer is an appropriate and cheap 
solution. The skills acquired on that trainer are transferable to the OR setting and tissue 
handling can be trained using real laparoscopic instruments. The camera setup in the box 
trainer can be either a fixed or a navigated system.
 » Path length, motion in depth and motion smoothness are motion analysis parameters that 
have been validated for the clinically relevant knot tying task. These parameters can be 
retrieved in a box trainer equipped with a tracking device. The use of an expert standard 
based on motion analysis fuels motivation, because it serves a training goal. Furthermore, 
it potentiates the refinement of psychomotor skillfulness. Finally, assessment using forces 
applied to the tissue is  potentially worthwhile. This topic requires further exploration.
 » Skills training should be embedded in a curriculum in which residents should be obliged 
to practice until a predefined level of skills has been met, prior to performing surgery on a 
living patient. A yearly retention of skills measurement should be included.
The minimally requested items for a MIS skills laboratory are listed in table 1.
table 1. Minimally requested items for a MIS skills laboratory and curriculum.
availability financial resources
presence of a box trainer
presence of a curriculum director (a laparoscopic expert)
training sessions are supervised by a laparoscopic expert
training is mandatory
residents are not allowed to perform surgery if predefined skills level is not reached
presence of a structured skills curriculum
time is dedicated for skills training
maintenance of training is embedded in the curriculum
progress in laparoscopic skills is incorporated in yearly evaluation of resident
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 Assessment using osAts
 » The OSATS is a valid, reliable and feasible instrument for the evaluation of intraoperative 
surgical skills for both MIS and conventional surgery. However, concerns have arisen about 
its objectivity to measure skillfulness.
 » The total OSATS score correlates with the finding that a resident can perform a procedure 
autonomously. Though, OSATS should not be the only tool used for authorization.
 » After a proper preparation in a skills laboratory, MIS procedures are not harder to acquire 
than conventional surgical procedures 
 » Although many residents claim they would like to be assessed with an OSATS after every 
procedure, this frequency is not necessary to express a learning curve or to indicate the 
average technical skillfulness of an individual resident.
 » The steps required for the implementation of the OSATS in the residency curriculum are 
listed in table 2 and is adapted from the Dutch Journal for Medical Education[Hiemstra et 
al., 2010].  
 » Assessment with OSATS meets the societal demand for transparency in medical care. 
Structured feedback has the potential to aid the proficiency gaining curve. However, 
whether OSATS will lead to technically better surgeons is uncertain and might be subject 
of future research.
table 2. Stepwise implementation of the OSATS.
Step 1    
Decide with (cluster of) teaching hospital(s) which procedures should be assessed with 
an OSATS
Step 2
Inform, instruct and motivate resident and supervisor. Only instruction needed is 
“assess irrespective the training level”. 
Step 3 Guarantee access to the assessment forms (e.g. electronically)
Step 4 Benefit from the possibilities incorporated in assessment with OSATS
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suMMAry
The background of the studies presented in this thesis is given in chapter 1. Minimally invasive 
surgery (MIS) was developed as an alternative for large incisions (e.g. laparotomy) in order to 
create as little tissue damage as possible. As a result, the MIS technique has advantages for 
patient recovery and cosmetics. However, the surgical technical skills needed to perform 
this form of surgery safely and efficiently are more challenging. The operation field is 
not directly visualised, but by means of a camera image projected on a 2D screen. Next, 
the gloved surgeon’s hands are not in direct contact with the tissue, but by means of long 
surgical instruments remotely controlled. As a result depth perception is reduced, hand eye 
coordination is distorted and haptic feedback is diminished. Fortunately, basic MIS skills (e.g. 
laparoscopic skills) can be acquired outside of the operating room (OR). This skills training 
results in a better performance during the actual surgical procedure. Regarding skills training 
outside of the OR, the value of various many laparoscopic exercises has been proven in terms 
of being construct valid, i.e. having the ability to discriminate surgeons of a different skill level. 
However, the scientific basic of other aspects of training facilities and the organisation of skills 
training is often lacking. Therefore, these subjects related to skills training outside of the OR 
are discussed in the first part of this thesis. The second part of this thesis investigates the value 
of the OSATS (Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills) for evaluation during actual 
surgery in the OR. Assessment with OSATS has been implemented while its value had only been 
studied in laboratory setting.
outside of the operating room
In chapter 2 the organisation of a basic surgical skills training is outlined for the Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology residency program in the Netherlands. In the light of this thesis, we specifically 
focussed on MIS (laparoscopy and hysteroscopy). Every resident is obliged to attend the same 
basic surgical skills course, intentionally during the first or second postgraduate year. One third 
of the course is spent on theory. For the complementary two thirds, the hands-on training, 
validated exercises are used with expert derived training goals based on time and precision. 
Furthermore, surgical skills are trained, expanded and assessed on simulators in the various 
teaching hospitals. Additional to this basic skills course, residents may attend advanced 
training courses focusing on laparoscopy and hysteroscopy. This organization guarantees a 
uniform introduction to MIS skills training for every resident. However, continued training and 
evaluation should be embedded in the curricula of the various teaching hospitals, and are the 
key to success of this approach after this uniform introduction.
Simulators are constantly being developed and improved. Virtual reality (VR) trainers and 
box trainers are available for skills training. Haptic feedback is naturally present in box trainers. 
Manufacturers of VR trainers have been looking for solutions to compensate the lack of haptic 
feedback. A possible solution is the addition of kinematic interaction between laparoscopic 
instruments and objects. Chapter 3 presents a randomised controlled trial designed to 
determine which trainer model should be chosen for training. Additionally, it was determined 
whether the kinematic interaction in VR can replace haptic feedback of box trainers. Fifty 
novices were randomly assigned for training in a conventional VR setup, a VR environment 
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with additional kinematic interaction, a box trainer equivalent of both these setups or for 
a control group. An identical cylinder task was performed in all 4 training setups during 20 
minutes. The effect was established by comparing the performance before and after training 
during a task that requires tissue handling. We found no improvement in the control group. 
The conventional VR group only improved in time, whereas VR with additional kinematic 
interaction and both box trainer groups improved in time, path length and motion in depth. 
We concluded that with respect to haptic feedback, box training models are superior to VR 
systems. However, additional kinematic interaction between instruments and objects can be a 
promising surrogate for haptic feedback in VR systems.
For box trainers, navigated and fixed camera systems are available. In chapter 4 we 
compared the effect of a setup with a fixed camera with a setup with a camera navigated by 
the trainee and by an assistant on the performance during the initial learning phase. Sixty-nine 
right-handed medical students were randomized for one of the three camera setups. All had to 
perform eight trials of a task that requires hand eye coordination. We observed that time and 
the total path length of the three groups did not vary significantly along the eight trials. No 
significant difference was observed between the groups. A navigated camera offers theoretical 
advantages for the depth perception of the surgeon and allows practicing navigation skills, 
whereas a fixed setup allows solitary training. Therefore, combining training facilities with a 
fixed and a navigated setup would be superior.
In chapter 5 we focused on the measurements used during assessment. We present 
a validation study of motion analysis parameters during an intracorporeal suturing task in a 
box trainer model. Novices, residents and laparoscopic experts performed three consecutive 
standardized intracorporeal sutures. Meanwhile, instrument movements were recorded using 
the TrEndo tracking device. The four investigated parameters (time, path length, motion in 
depth and motion smoothness) differed significantly in consecutive level of experience. 
Therefore, the construct validity has been proved for these parameters for the laparoscopic 
suturing task using a box trainer. Besides, an expert level has been set for training and assessment 
purposes. Furthermore, the addition of economy of movement to time to complete the task 
has the potential to refine acquisition of skills. 
The purpose of the study presented in chapter 6 was to test the retention of basic 
laparoscopic skills on a box trainer one year after a short training program. Eight medical 
students without prior experience underwent baseline testing, followed by five weekly training 
sessions and a final test. During each of seven sessions, they performed five tasks on an 
inanimate box trainer. Scores were calculated by adding up the time to completion of the task 
with penalty points, consequently rewarding speed and precision. The sum score was the total 
of the scores of the five tasks. One year later, seven of them underwent retention testing. The 
final test results were compared with retention test results as a measure of durability of acquired 
skills. Novices’ scores did not worsen significantly for four out of five tasks (placing a pipe 
cleaner, placing beads, cutting a circle and knot tying). However, deterioration was observed 
in the performance of stretching a rubber band, as well as in the sum score. In conclusion, basic 
laparoscopic skills acquired during a short training program merely sustain over time. However, 
on-going practice is advisable, especially to preserve tissue-handling skills, since these may be 
the first to deteriorate. 
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In Chapter 7 we developed an international and consensus based set of quality criteria 
for a skills laboratory for training MIS, including aspects of the design of the laboratory and 
the training curriculum. Three quality domains for skills laboratory were defined; Personnel 
and Resources, Trainee motivation and training Curriculum. A list of consensus-based criteria, 
9 items per domain, was made. Additionally, 23 worldwide experts in MIS were asked to rate 
each item on a 0 to 3 scale in level of importance. In the domain Personnel and resources, 
the presence of a box trainer, a laparoscopic expert and the availability of financial resources 
were considered the most important. In the domain Trainee motivation, mandatory training 
supervised by laparoscopic experts were considered the most important. In the domain 
Curriculum, the presence of a structured skills curriculum, dedicated time for skills training, 
maintenance of the skills and a yearly evaluation of the progress were considered the most 
important factors. This rating list can be used when setting up a skills laboratory, but also for 
verifying the quality of an existing laboratory. From there, the focus for new developments can 
be chosen.
in the operating room
Chapter 8 is a validation study of the OSATS for intraoperative use. Nine residents participated. 
We mapped individual learning curves of residents using OSATS scores as a measure of 
performance. We tested the hypothesis that with increasing experience within a certain 
procedure the OSATS score will raise. This hypothesis was confirmed. The OSATS score 
significantly increases by an average of 1.10 points per assessed procedure. We noticed that 
the median OSATS scores among the 21 supervisors ranged from 18 to 30. We concluded that 
intraoperative assessment with OSATS have construct validity. Furthermore, the individual 
learning curves enable insight into individual progression. 
In Chapter 9 we evaluated additionally relevant issues regarding the implementation of the 
OSATS as an intraoperative assessment tool by collecting assessment forms and performing a 
survey among users of the OSATS. We found that 28 of 30 points is the median OSATS score at 
which a resident can perform a procedure autonomously. The intraclass correlation coefficient 
between resident and supervisor is 0.78 which indicates substantial agreement. Moreover, 
residents and supervisors do not judge the OSATS to be very objective. A first step has been 
made towards setting benchmark criteria for using OSATS for authorization. However, the 
limited objectivity of this instrument should be taken into account. Furthermore, it is advisable 
to focus attention on other competencies of a surgeon too.
It is frequently suggested that MIS is harder to acquire than conventional surgery. To test this 
hypothesis, residents’ learning curves of both surgical skills were compared in chapter 10. Nine 
residents collected a total of 319 OSATS during their three-month rotation in gynaecological 
surgery. Learning curves for MIS (laparoscopic and hysteroscopic) and conventional surgery 
(open abdominal and vaginal) were compared. The MIS curve revealed to be steeper than the 
conventional curve (1.77 versus 0.75 OSATS points per assessed procedure). We concluded 
that basic MIS procedures do not seem harder to acquire during residency than conventional 
surgical procedures. This may have resulted from the incorporation of structured MIS training 
programs in residency. Hopefully, this will lead to a more successful implementation of the 
advanced MIS procedures.
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In chapter 11 the combined results of the aforementioned chapters are discussed in a 
broader perspective. In conclusion, a structured curriculum in which (minimally invasive) 
surgical skills are trained and evaluated is indispensible during surgical specialty training. 
However, a careful consideration should be made about the contains of this curriculum, with 
reaching surgical proficiency as the ultimate goal. 
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sAMenvAtting
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de achtergrond beschreven van de studies die gepresenteerd 
worden in dit proefschrift. Minimaal invasieve chirurgie (MIC) is ontwikkeld als alternatieve 
benaderingswijze voor ingrepen die met een grote incisie (zoals bij een laparotomie) gepaard 
gaan en heeft als doel zo min mogelijk weefselschade te veroorzaken. Het gebruik van deze 
techniek leidt daarom tot een sneller herstel van een patiënt en geeft cosmetisch een fraaier 
resultaat. De vaardigheden die vereist zijn om deze vorm van chirurgie veilig en efficiënt uit 
te voeren vormen echter een grote uitdaging. Het operatiegebied wordt immers indirect in 
beeld gebracht via een cameraprojectie op een tweedimensionaal scherm. Daarnaast heeft de 
(gehandschoende) hand van de chirurg geen direct contact met de weefsels, maar op afstand 
via instrumenten die buiten het lichaam van een patiënt worden bediend. Het resultaat is dat 
er minder dieptewaarneming is, dat oog-handcoördinatie bemoeilijkt wordt en dat er minder 
gevoelsterugkoppeling vanuit de weefsels is. Gelukkig kunnen minimaal invasieve (bijvoorbeeld 
laparoscopische) chirurgische vaardigheden buiten de operatiekamer aangeleerd worden. 
Deze training resulteert in een verbeterde uitvoering van de echte chirurgische procedures in 
de praktijk. De waarde van een veelheid aan oefeningen buiten de operatiekamers is bewezen 
doordat aangetoond is dat chirurgen die in ervaringsniveau van elkaar verschillen, ook 
verschillend presteren op de oefeningen. Echter, van andere aspecten van trainingsopstellingen 
en van de organisatie van de chirurgische vaardigheidstraining in een opleidingscurriculum is 
de wetenschappelijke basis vaak afwezig. Het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift is daarom 
gericht op onbeantwoorde vragen aangaande vaardigheidstraining buiten de operatiekamer. 
Het tweede gedeelte onderzoekt de waarde van de OSATS (objectieve gestructureerde 
beoordeling van technische vaardigheden) om chirurgische vaardigheden in de operatiekamer 
te evalueren. Deze vorm van beoordelen was al geïmplementeerd, terwijl de waarde van OSATS 
alleen voor proefopstellingen buiten de operatiekamer bewezen was. 
Buiten de operatiekamer
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de organisatie van de basale chirurgische vaardigheidstraining tijdens de 
opleiding Obstetrie en Gynaecologie in Nederland uiteengezet. Omdat MIC het onderwerp 
van dit proefschrift is, is dit hoofdstuk gericht op laparoscopie en hysteroscopie. Elke arts in 
opleiding tot specialist (AIOS) is verplicht dezelfde cursus basale chirurgische vaardigheden te 
volgen, bij voorkeur gedurende de eerste twee jaren van de opleiding. Een derde van de tijd 
van de cursus wordt besteed aan theoretische kennis. De rest wordt besteed aan praktische 
vaardigheidstraining, waarbij gevalideerde oefeningen worden gebruikt. Het einddoel is daarbij 
het bereiken van het niveau van een expert qua snelheid en precisie. Vervolgens moeten deze 
vaardigheden worden onderhouden, worden uitgebreid en met regelmaat worden getoetst 
op simulatoren in de verschillende opleidingscentra verspreid over het land. Als aanvulling 
op deze basiscursus kunnen AIOS cursussen voor gevorderden volgen in hysteroscopie en/
of laparoscopie. Deze organisatie garandeert een uniforme introductie in vaardigheidstraining 
in MIC voor elke AIOS. Echter, vervolgtraining en evaluatie moeten ingebed worden in de 
curricula van de verschillende opleidingsziekenhuizen. Dit is essentieel voor het succes van 
deze aanpak.
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Simulatoren worden continu ontwikkeld en verbeterd. Er bestaan oefenboxen en virtual 
reality (VR) trainers. In oefenboxen is terugkoppeling van krachten van de weefsels van 
nature aanwezig. Fabrikanten van VR trainers hebben naar oplossingen gezocht om de 
afwezigheid van krachtsterugkoppeling van de weefsels (of objecten) in hun trainers te 
compenseren. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke oplossing is het toevoegen van een extra 
bewegingsinteractie tussen instrumenten en voorwerpen. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een 
gerandomiseerd gecontroleerd onderzoek om te ontdekken welk trainingsmodel het beste 
gebruikt kan worden. Daarnaast wordt bepaald of de beschreven bewegingsinteractie in VR 
de krachtsterugkoppeling van oefenboxen kan vervangen. Vijftig studenten werden middels 
loting verdeeld over vijf groepen: een conventionele VR opstelling, een VR opstelling met de 
bewegingsinteractie, de twee oefenbox-equivalenten van deze opstellingen en een controle 
groep. In elk van de vier trainingsopstellingen werd een identieke taak uitgevoerd om cilinders 
op elkaar te stapelen gedurende 20 minuten. Het effect van deze training werd vastgesteld 
door een pre- en post-test waarbij weefselgevoel een vereiste is. De controlegroep presteerde 
niet beter tijdens de post-test. De groep die op de conventionele VR opstelling getraind had 
verbeterde alleen in tijd, terwijl de groep van de VR met de bewegingsinteractie ook verbeterde 
in de bewegingsparameters pad-lengte en beweging in diepterichting. Wij concludeerden dat 
oefenboxen superieur zijn boven VR trainers wat betreft haptische terugkoppeling. Echter, de 
toevoeging van bewegingsinteractie tussen instrumenten en objecten is een veelbelovend 
surrogaat voor haptische terugkoppeling in VR systemen.
Er zijn zowel gefixeerde als navigeerbare camerasystemen beschikbaar voor oefenboxen. 
In hoofdstuk 4 onderzochten wij het effect op het eerste gedeelte van de leercurve van een 
opstelling met een gefixeerde camera versus een opstelling met een camera die genavigeerd 
wordt door een assistent versus een opstelling waarbij de camera wordt genavigeerd door 
degene die zelf de oefening uitvoert. Negenenzestig rechtshandige studenten werden 
middels loting bij één van de drie cameraopstellingen ingedeeld. Allen moesten zij acht 
pogingen doen om een taak uit te voeren die oog-handcoördinatie vereist. Er werden geen 
significant verschillen gemeten in tijd of in bewegingsparameters tijdens de acht pogingen. 
Een navigeerbare camera biedt theoretische voordelen voor het diepte-inzicht en bovendien 
worden de navigatie-vaardigheden getraind. Aan de andere kant maakt een opstelling met een 
gefixeerde camera training mogelijk zonder dat er anderen bij aanwezig zijn. Omdat wij geen 
verschil aantoonden in de leercurves, lijkt de combinatie van een gefixeerd en een navigeerbaar 
camerasysteem de beste optie.
In hoofdstuk 5 richtten wij ons op de uitkomstmaten tijdens beoordeling. Wij presenteren 
een validatie studie van bewegingsparameters tijdens het leggen van een laparoscopische 
hechting in een oefenbox. Studenten, AIOS en laparoscopische experts legden drie 
laparoscopische hechtingen in een oefenbox. Terwijl zij dit deden werden de bewegingen 
die de tip van hun instrumenten maakten geregistreerd met de TrEndo. De vier onderzochte 
parameters (tijd, pad-lengte, beweging in diepterichting en een maat voor hoe vloeiend de 
bewegingen verlopen) verschilden significant voor alle drie de ervaringsniveaus. Daarmee 
werd de construct-validiteit van deze parameters bewezen voor de laparoscopische hechttaak 
in een oefenbox. Bovendien werd het niveau van een expert bepaald. Dit niveau kan nu 
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gebruikt worden voor trainings- en beoordelingsdoeleinden. Daarnaast heeft het toevoegen 
van parameters van de efficiëntie van beweging de potentie om het aanleren van vaardigheden 
te verfijnen.
Het doel van de studie die gepresenteerd wordt in hoofdstuk 6 was om te onderzoeken in 
hoeverre basale laparoscopische vaardigheden die tijdens een korte training op een oefenbox 
zijn geleerd beklijven na verloop van een jaar. Acht medisch studenten zonder laparoscopische 
ervaring ondergingen een pre-test, gevolgd door vijf trainingssessies en een eind-test. Tijdens 
deze in totaal zeven sessies voerden zij vijf taken uit op een oefenbox. Hun prestatie werd 
gescoord door de tijd te vermeerderen met strafpunten. Zo werden zowel snelheid als precisie 
beloond. De totale score was de som van de scores van de vijf taken. Een jaar later ondergingen 
zeven van hen een test om het beklijven van de verkregen vaardigheden te meten zonder 
tussenliggende training. Hun score verslechterde niet significant voor vier taken (pijpenrager 
manoeuvreren, kralen plaatsen, cirkel knippen en laparoscopisch hechten). Echter, een 
verslechtering werd geobserveerd voor de taak om een elastiek op spanning te plaatsen 
rond een aantal spijkers. Ook de totale score verslechterde. Wij concludeerden daarom dat 
vaardigheden verkregen tijdens een kort trainingsprogramma grotendeels beklijven. Echter, 
onderhoud is verstandig, vooral met het oog op het behouden van weefselgevoel, want dat 
lijkt de eerste vaardigheid te zijn die men verleerd.
In hoofdstuk 7 hebben wij een internationale set van kwaliteitscriteria ontwikkeld voor 
trainingscentra voor MIC. Deze criteria gaan zowel over het opzetten van een centrum als de 
organisatie van vaardigheidstraining in een opleidingscurriculum. Drie kwaliteitsdomeinen 
werden gedefinieerd: Personeel en materiaal, Motivatie en Curriculum. Vervolgens werd een 
lijst opgesteld met negen criteria per domein. Vervolgens werden 23 internationale experts op 
het gebied van MIC gevraagd het belang van elk van de criteria te scoren op een schaal van 0 tot 
3. Binnen het domein Personeel en materiaal werden de aanwezigheid van een oefenbox, van 
een laparoscopische expert en de beschikbaarheid van geld het meest belangrijk gevonden. 
Binnen het domein Motivatie werden verplichte trainingen, gesuperviseerd door een expert 
het meest van belang geacht. Binnen het domein Curriculum werden de aanwezigheid van 
een gestructureerd curriculum met ingeroosterde trainingstijd, aandacht voor onderhoud 
van verkregen vaardigheden en jaarlijkse evaluatie hiervan het meest belangrijk gevonden. 
Deze gewogen lijst van kwaliteitscriteria kan zowel gebruikt worden bij het opzetten van een 
trainingscentrum, als bij het beoordelen van de kwaliteit van bestaande trainingsfaciliteiten. 
Een dergelijke beoordeling kan helpen bij de keuze van nieuwe ontwikkelingen.
in de operatiekamer
Hoofdstuk 8 is een validatie-studie van de OSATS voor gebruik in de operatiekamer. Negen 
AIOS namen deel. We gaven per AIOS een individuele leercurve weer door de totale OSATS 
score als maat voor prestatie te nemen. Wij testten de hypothese dat wanneer de ervaring 
binnen een bepaalde chirurgische ingreep toeneemt ook de OSATS score stijgt. Deze hypothese 
werd bevestigd. De OSATS score stijgt met gemiddeld 1.10 punten per volgende beoordeelde 
ingreep. Een kanttekening is dat de mediane score die elk van de 21 supervisoren gaf uiteenliep 
van 18 tot 30. Deze studie vormt een aanwijzing dat de OSATS construct-valide zijn.
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In hoofdstuk 9 onderzochten wij aspecten van OSATS die naast construct-validiteit van 
belang zijn voor de implementatie van OSATS in de operatiekamer. Hiertoe verzamelden wij 
OSATS beoordelingen en namen een vragenlijst af. Het bleek dat bij een score van 28 (30 is 
het maximum) een AIOS door de supervisor in staat wordt geacht een procedure zelfstandig 
uit te voeren. Er was sprake van substantiële overeenstemming tussen supervisor en AIOS. 
Daarentegen gaven zowel AIOS als supervisoren aan de objectiviteit van de OSATS te betwisten. 
Met deze studie is een eerste stap gezet om de OSATS te ijken als instrument voor autorisatie. 
Echter, de beperkte objectiviteit van de OSATS moet in acht genomen worden. Daarnaast moet 
er ook aandacht besteed worden aan andere competenties van een chirurg.
Het wordt vaak gesuggereerd dat MIC moeilijker aan te leren is dan conventionele 
chirurgie. Om deze hypothese te testen werden de leercurven van beide vormen van 
chirurgie met elkaar vergeleken in hoofdstuk 10. Negen AIOS verzamelden in totaal 319 
OSATS tijdens hun drie maanden durende stage gynaecologische chirurgie. Leercurves voor 
MIC (laparoscopie en hysteroscopie) en conventionele chirurgie (laparotomie en vaginale 
chirurgie) werden met elkaar vergeleken. Het bleek dat de leercurve voor MIC steiler was 
dan de curve voor conventionele chirurgie (1.77 versus 0.75 OSATS punten per beoordeelde 
ingreep). We concludeerden dat de basale MIC procedures niet moeilijker aan te leren lijken dan 
conventionele procedures tijdens de opleiding tot gynaecoloog. Dit zou het resultaat kunnen 
zijn van de gestructureerde invoering van MIC vaardigheidstraining tijdens de opleiding. 
Hopelijk zal dit ook leiden tot een betere implementatie van de geavanceerde MIC procedures.
In hoofdstuk 11 worden de resultaten van de voorgaande hoofdstukken besproken en 
bediscussieerd. kort samengevat is een gestructureerd curriculum waarbinnen (minimaal 
invasieve) chirurgische vaardigheden worden getraind en geëvalueerd tegenwoordig niet 
meer weg te denken uit de opleiding tot snijdend specialist. Welke elementen aan een 
dergelijk curriculum moeten worden toegevoegd en welke moeten worden afgeschaft blijft 
een afweging van essentieel belang. Het ultieme doel is een vakbekwame chirurg.
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